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'mE LATERAL AND LONGITUDINAL DIS'mIBUTION 
OF LOADING IN STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Object and Scope of Investigation 
1 
Engineers have been designing steel railway bridges since the middle 
of the nineteenth century. Since that time, the railroad engineers have con-
stantly been improving their methods of design and construction for railway 
bridges" In some phases of design, analytical and experimental studies have 
been conducted to determine mathematical procedures that would improve the 
methods of bridge designs; however, in severa.! areas, studies that have been 
conducted have not determined a realistic and simple procedure for design. One 
of these latter area.s is the distribution of live load to the floor systems. 
Design requirements for the distribution of the live load to the 
floor system have been specified since the first general specifications for 
steel railway bridges were adopted many years ago. Prior to a.bout 1920, the 
• 
design requirements were limited to wooden ... tie floors. However, after 1920 
these re quirements have included floor systems wi th steel f1oorbeams. Since 
the design of steel floorbeams was first included, only minor modifications of 
the design requirements for live load distribution have been made. 
In the last twenty .. !i ve years, a considerable amount of effort (I, 2, 
* 3) has been used to determine design procedures which can be placed in the 
specifications and give proper benefit far factors such as ballast and concrete 
deck slabs. Also, specification modifications appear to be necessary to bring 
the design stresses more in line with those obtained in actual field conditions. 
Professor C. T. Morris of Ohio State Uni versi ty and J. B. Hunley of New York 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to a reference in the Bibliography. 
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Central System (1) developed equations for load distribution through floor 
systems of bridges with transverse floorbeams supporting only a steel floor 
pl.ate. Because of a lack of field test data t.o show that this dist.ri bution 
procedure vas more satisfactory than the present specifications and because 
of its complexity, the specifications remained unchanged. In 1950, Thien Wah 
( 2) made an a.dd1 tiona! study into the load distribution in floor systems of 
various railway bridges 'Without concrete decks or bal.l.ast. However, because 
of its lim! ted scope and complexi. ty, Wah' s procedure did not fUlfill f\Uly 
the need for a revised live load distribution specifica.tion. 
It bas been suggested that the present specifications, although 
giving satisfactory designs for service, are too conservative. They a.lso give 
no advantage to a. bal.l.asted track or a concrete deck in the determination of 
the design beam live loads. With these t-wo major problems in mind, the present 
study was undertaken to develop a more realistic specification for the distribu-
tion of 11 ve load through the floor system of steel rail'WaY bridges .. 
The first purpose of this study was to review the existing methods of 
analysis for bridge floor systems and related structures, and then to develop 
a method of analysis 'Which would as accurately as possible, determine the dis ... 
tri bution of wheel loads to the bridge floor system. ibe second aim of this 
investigation was to obtain, USing these methods of analySiS, a number of 
solutions of simul.ated bridge floors, which included as many of the existing 
combinations and types of bridges as possi b1e and then to correlate these 
resu1.ts with the results of the actual bridge tests (3) conducted during the 
last 10 years by the Association of American Railroads. The third and final 
obJective was to ar:ri ve at a. method of computing the ~ ve load distribution, 
which is practical for use in design offices aDd, yet, takes 1nto a.ccount all 
of the important factors affecting the distribution of live load. 
:; 
1.2 Classification of Existing Railway Bridges 
In the determination of the load distribution in the floor system 
of stee~ railw.y bridges, it is necessary to c~assify the various type. of 
bridges and floor systems into groups for purposes of analysis.. There are, 
in general, two types of floor systems in steel railroad bridges. The first 
floor system consists of a number of transve.rse fJ.oorbeams supported by heavy 
longitudinal edge girders or trusses.. The second category is composed of a 
number of longitudin81 beams which support timber ties or some other type of 
floor covering.. A diagrammatic sketch of each type of bridge is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
In both types of bridges, the floorbeams or girders may have an open 
deck, that is, the ties rest directly on the beams or stringers. More 
commonly, the floorbeams 'Will be covered by a plate of either wrought iron or 
steel, a reinforced concrete slab, or a combination of the two coverings. This 
slab or plate, in turn, may be covered by a layer of ballast, or the ties and 
track may rest directly on the slab or plate. 
In both types of bridges, diaphragms are usua.lly placed bet-ween the 
floor system members. These diaphragms are placed perpendicular to the floor-
beams or girders and are attached to the webs of the f1.oorbeams or girders by 
clip angleS. Generally, these diaphragms consist of a plate or smalJ. I-beams .. 
The various component parts of steel railway bridges may be summarized 
into classifications as follows: 
1.. General classification: 
a. bridges 'With transverse floorbeams 
b. bridges with longitudinal beams 
2. TYPe of floor: 
a. open deck 
4 
b. steel or wrought iron deck 'Pl~>te 
c .. concrete waterproofing Cr distribution deck slab 
3 · Presence of diaphragms: 
a. wi th diaphragms 
b.. wi thout diaphragms 
4. Number of tracks : 
a. single track 
b .. multiple track 
5. Type of track: 
a.. ballasted track 
b.track resting on or embedded in slab (or plate) 
As can be seen from the classifications, it is possible to have 
combinations or more than one item in each general category. 
1.3 studies in Related Fields 
There are several 'types of structures that may be analyzed by the 
same theoretical methods, although their physical nature ~ be somewhat 
different. Sla.bs, plates, open grid frameworks, intercormected bridge girders, 
bridge decks and cellular plate structures may all be classified as grids. 
Nearly all of the floor systems of the various types of steel railway bridges 
fall, in one form or another, into one of these grid classifications. It is 
necessary, however, to determine which method of grid analysis is most sui tabl.e 
for analyzing the steel railway bridge.. The best indication of the most suit-
able method of analysis can be obtained by analyzing studies in related fields .. 
The known methods for the analyses of grids and related structures 
fall into four general categories (4). 
( a) Elementary methods of equating deflections at beam intersections .. 
(b) Moment distribution and rel.axation methods. 
( c) Plate theory. 
(d) Methods based on some simplifying assumption as to the 
construction of the grid or its mode of deflection, or 
both .. 
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The first of the methods, that of writing down the deflection com ... 
patabill ty equations at each beam intersection, has been used by Lazarides (5,6) .. 
However, even in the simplest case, the number of equations is at least equal. 
to the number of" beam intersections. Thus, the solution of an extensive grid 
is a long operation. 
Nearly any type of grid problem may be solved by moment distribution 
or relaxation methods.. These methods may be used to take into account torSion, 
as well as bending, of the longitudinal and transverse members. Ewell, Okubo 
and Abrahms (7) used a moment distribution procedure to determine the grid 
intersection deflections by using an auxiliary force system to control the 
vertical. displacements of the jOints and a moment and torque distribution 
process for transmission of effects of displacement.. This method requires 
such a. l.arge amount of tedious sri thmetic that again in all but the simplest 
case, the amount of work requires a high-speed computing machine.. Moment dis-
tribution or relaxation methods are not satisfactory for analyzing the many 
types of railway bridges, as no general solutions are available, by this 
method; the calcula.tions must be repea.ted for each individual case .. 
Pro bably the most widely used methods of analys is are those based 
on the theory of plates. The theory of plates has been applied to the solution 
of bridge grids in t'WO distinct ways (4): 
(1) replacement of the actuaJ. structure by an orthotropic plate .. 
(2) representation of a beam and slab bridge by a plate either 
resting on or attached to a number of elastic beams. 
Guy-on (8) used the first method of application of the theory of plates for an 
6 
actual bridge by repl.acing it with a grid formed by an infinite number of 
interconnected beams and cross-beams without any torsional rigidity. 
Massonnet (9,10) has generalized this approach to take into account torsion. 
Roesli (11) has incorporated this technique into the study of load distribution 
in multi-beam ~estressed concrete bridges. 
Newmark, Siess and others (12,13,14) at the University of Illinois 
have used the second method of application of the theory of plates to study 
theoretically the load distribution in highway bridge floors. Most of their 
theoretical solutions assumed that only vertical loads are transferred from 
the plate to the beams. Nwnerous experimental results have been obtained by 
these investiga.tors (14) to correlate with the theoretical investigations. 
The results presented in this report will be based, in general., upon plate 
theory and modifications of these two methods .. 
The final method for the ana.lyses of grids is to resort to some 
Simplifying assumptions as to construction of the grid or its mode of def~ection 
so that a general analysis ~ be obtained. Hendry and Jaeger (4,15) have 
assumed that the transverse members 01" the grid are replaced by a. mrlform.ly 
spread medium in their ana.lyses. Leonhardt (16) has ana.lyzed beam grillages 
that have very few cross beams. The cross beams were assumed to have no 
torsional rigidity.. He analyzed a grid with only one cross beam, which was 
located a.t the center, and then based the transverse distribution coefficients 
for grillages with more than one cross-beam on this ana.lysis. Recently, 
Duberg, et aJ., (17) analyzed a multi ... beam bridge by assuming that it consisted 
of beam elements placed side by side and connected to each other along the 
span by hinges at the corners of the cross section at the J.eve1 of the top 
fiber. other investigators (18,19,20) have made similar assumptions, such as: 
7 
1. No rotation of individual members at their intersections vi th 
other members. 
2. Floor system prevents twist of main girders. 
;. Cross girders are replaced by a continuous connecting system. 
A J;lumber of inves-:t1gators (21.), especi~ in European countries, 
have used one or lI:!Ol"e of the methods of ~8es to determine the load dis-
tribution in highWiQ' bridge floors, but, as yet., DO systematic and general. 
study of the load d1stributl:on in railway bridge floor systems bas been UDder .... 
taken. Altbough, in many ways the problems are the same, and the same general 
methods of ~8iS m8iYbe used, the specIfic type of floor. grid, . coveriDg aDd 
load are sub8tanti~ different. 
1.4 Notation 
In order to simplify the discussion of the load distribution, terms 
have been selected to specifY the distribution in arthotropic directions. If 
the direction is parallel to that ot the rails, the direction of distribution 
will be spec1~ied as longitudinal. If' the direction of distr1bution, however, 
1s perpendicular to the rails, it will be assumed to be lateral distribution. 
It should be apparent that in this study, the distribution longi .... 
tudin~ will be of most interest for bridges wi. th transverse floorbeams .. -
Whereas for bridges with longitudinal beams, particular interest is given to 
distri bution of load lateral.ly. 
In addition to this notation" the toll.ow1Dg symbols are used 
throughout the report. 
a lIB span of floorbeams" center to center of supports, ft .. 
b = spacing ot floor beams, f't. 
bt • total. width perpendicular to flOOlt»eams:: (m-l)b 
d :; depth of ballast under'tie, ft .. 
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h = thick.nes·s of concrete slab, in. 
E = modulus of elasticity for the material in concrete deck 
c slab, ksi 
E = modulus of elasticity for the material in steel plate, ksi 
s 
~ == modulus of elasticity of the material in a tloorbeam" ka1 
~ = moment of inertia of the cross section of a floarbeam, in~ 
t :: thickness of steel plate, in. 
I = moment of inertia per unit width of the cross section of the slab 
h3 t 3 
or plate,; for a homogeneous material, I = 12 or 12 ~specti vely, 
in~ 
n :1:11 ratio of modulus of elasticity of the steel (or iron) to that 
of tbe concrete, Ii = t 
c 
IJ. :: Poisson I s ratio of lateral contraction for the material in the 
slab or plate 
N = EX 2 = measure of the stiffness of an element of the slab 
l-IJ. 
or plate 
H lilt 
~I . 
aN b = a dimensionless coefficient 'Which is a measure of the 
stiffness of the beam relative to that of the slab or plate 
Ed = modulus of elastic! ty of the mate:rieJ. in a diaphragm, kai 
Id == moment of inertia of the cross section of a diaphragm, in~ 
Ed1d 
r = ~~ = a dimensionless coefficient which is a measure of the 
.., .., 
stiffness of the diaphragms relative to that of the floorbeams 
In == number of floorbeams in the bridge 
u == modulus of elasticity of rail support, u = (lOOd) (d ~ 6 in.), los. 
P = 'Wheel load. applied to rail, 'kips 
q == load per un1 t length, kipS per tt. 
P = load per tmi t area, 'ksf 
w =: 
9 
bending moment in a beam, positive wen producing tension at 
the bottom, in • kips 
verti cal. deflection of surface or beam with respect to its 
fixed supports, in. 
10 
II.. DESCRIPTION OF STRUC'rtJRm STUDlED 
In order that this study would include most of the rail~ bridge 
structures that 'Will be built in the near future, numerous railroads were 
contacted to determine their present design methods.. The range of each variable 
included in the study was selected to include the variables of present design 
and to provide for possible future applications by selecting for each variable 
broad, but realistic, limits of values. 
In selecting the variables in design of rail~ bridges that would 
be studied in th1 s asSignment, the structure was d1 vided into the following six 
parts. 
1 .. Support system 
2 .. Floorbeams 
,. Floor 
4 .. Crossbeams or diaphragms 
5 .. Ballast 
6. Track loading 
2 .. 1 S"U.pl)Ort System 
The support system selected in every case was one that was non-
deflecting or 1nfini tely rigid.. In'the case of one of the two major categories 
of bridges, those with longitudinal beams, the simple supports are assumed to 
be located a.t the abutments and piers. These supports, because of their con-
struction, are, as assumed, non-deflecting. However, for bridges with trans-
verse floarbeams, the supports for the floorbeams are the longitudinal edge 
beams or the trusses.. Since it is necessary to have at least t'WO non-deflecting 
supports in the structure used for the analysis of the bridges, the Be tv 0 edges 
11 
of the transverse floorbeam bridges will be assumed rigid.. Because of the 
relative deflection of the floor system and that of the support and the 
flexi ble connections of the floorbeams and edge beams, it seems reasonable to 
assume that the edge girders or trusses are the infini te1y rigid Simple supports .. 
2 .. 2 Floorbeams 
The distribution of loading to the floorbeams is, to a great extent, 
related to the . ratio of the beam spacing, b, to the span of the beams, a, which 
will be referred to as the aspect ratio. Since, in most cases, the span of 
the beams is fixed by physical conditions, the span will be an independent 
variable.. For bridges with longi tudina.1 beams, the span of the beams 
is the bridge span.. The minimum span of this type of bridge, in nearly all 
cases, is about 20 feet. The maximum span used in general operation is about 
60 feet. So for bridges 'With longitudinal beams, spans of 20 to 60 feet have 
been studied .. 
In bridges with transverse floorbeams, the beam span is fixed to 
some extent by the clearance requirements of the American Railway Engineering 
Association I s "Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges II (22). This specifica-
tion requires a clearance of 16 feet for straight track. If one considers the 
flanges of the edge girders or truss members, the floorbeam span would be 
approximately 18 ft for single track bridges and approximately 34 ft for double 
track bridges. However, it should be pointed out that under unusual conditions, 
the floorbeam spans may be considerably less than these valUeS. 
In any bridge, the minimum beam spacing is regulated by the clearance 
between flanges necessary to allow for painting and maintenance. '!his clearance 
limi t was assumed to be such that the minimum practical beam spacing was 
1.25 feet. 
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Since the ratio beam spacing to beam 'span, b/a, is an important 
relationship in the determination of the load distribution, values of this 
ratio were selected such that the beam spacings, b, encompassed. the range of 
this variable encountered in practice. For bridges with transverse floorbeams, 
b/a values of 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.30 were selected for study. For single 
track bridges, these ratios give beam spacings ranging from 0.9 feet to 
5.4 feet, and for double track bridges, beam spacings from 1.7 to 10.2 feet. 
For bridges wi th longitudinal beams the follo'Wing ratios 'Were selected: 0.025, 
0.050 and 0 .. 100. These values of b/a give the follov.ing beam spacings for 
the selected beam spans .. 
Beam Beam· Spaci~sl. ft.'· 
Span, ft. b/a = 0.025 b/a = 0 .. 050 b/a = 0.100 
20 1.00 2.00 
30 1.50 3 .. 00 
40 1 .. 00 2.00 4.00 
50 1 .. 25 2 .. 50 5·00 
60 1 .. 50 , .. 00 6.00 
The total. length of the bridge perpendicular to the beams, bt , is 
given by the relation, (m-l)b. Therefore, in order to set the physical limits 
of the bridge, it is necessary to specify the number of beams in the bridge 
as well as the beam span. For bridges with transverse f'loorbeams, the number 
of beams was selected so that the edge effect at the end of the bridge 'WOuld 
be negligible for a load at the center of the bridge. For bla values of 0 .. 10, 
0.20, and 0.30, m was selected as 20 and for b/a = 0.05, m as 30. 
For bridges 'With longitudinal beams the 'Width of the bridge and the 
spaciDg of the beams are critical because the track is generally located 
1; 
symetrically with respect to the center line of the bridge. This means that 
the wheel loads are in different locations relative to the f'l.oorbeams for 
bridges of different widths. Therefore, it is necessary to consider various 
numbers of floorbeams ranging from 5 to 20. If the 'Width of the bridge is 
less than about 20 feet, the bridge is assu:med to ca:rry a sillgle track; if 
more than 20 feet, a double track. 
2., Floor 
In the load distribution probiem the stiffness of the slab or beam. 
covering is of considerable importance) not in itself, but in relation to the 
stiffness of the supporting beams. A dimensionless coeffiCient, H, has been 
used by other investiga.tors (1;) as a. measure of the relative stiffness of 
the beam and the slab or covering. This coefficient is defined by the 
relation 
H- ~~ 
- aN 
and is used throughout this report to indicate the relative stiffness of the 
beam and the slab. 
Low values of' H correspond to a very flex! ble beam and a high value 
of' H to a very rigid beam. Values of' H ranging from 0.1 to 50 were studied 
in the anaJ..ysis of the distribution problem. 
The stiffness of the . slab or plate, N in the above equation, is 
defined by the relation 
N= EI 2 (l.-~ ) 
Poisson's ratiO, ~, was assumed, in all calculations, to be 0.1 for the slab 
or plate. It seems satisfactory to assume the conservative value of ~, 0.1, 
considering the uncertainties of the behavior of the reinforcement in the slab 
and the negligi ble effect of the steel or 'WrOught iron plAte .. 
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2.4 Crossbeams or Diaphragms 
Except in one of the four general types of bridges, the effect of 
the diaphragms is very small. However, for bridges with longitudinal beams 
and no slab, the diaphragms and the ballasted track are the only lateral dis-
tri buting agents other than the flexible plates G Since the ties are generally 
only about 8 feet long, and the condition of the ballast immediately below 
the ties can not be assumed as constant, it has been necessary to assume that 
the wheel load is transmitted directly to a small area directly under the rail. 
This means that the diaphragms are assumed to be the only effective lateral 
distri buting agent. In order to include the effect of diaphragms wi thin this 
study, it was necessary to make several assumptions. 
First, an assumption was made of the type and thickness of floor 
plate. The floorbeam cover or plate was assumed to be a 1/2 inch wrought iron 
plate. It was also necessary to assume a relationship betYJeen beam span and 
the diaphragm stiffness ratio. Shown in Fig. 2 are the relationship of the 
relative stif'fnesses of the plate and beams (H), and the beam span (a) or the 
relative stiffness of the beams and diaphragms (r). These ,,"8.lues were com= 
puted from designs of about ten railway bridges for which design data were 
available. From the two straight line approximations, it was possible to 
obtain a relationship between "an and "r", as shown in Fig. 3. Since the 
data used in the determination of this relationship were limited, values of 
fir II for each value of lIa II were selected so as to include a range on either 
side of the approximation. The following values of r were studied for the 
indicated values of span. 
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Beam Span Diaphragm Stiffness Ratio 
Ed1d 
a, ft .. r, (~~) 
;0 .025, .. 050 
40 .050, .100 
50 .050, .. 100 
60 .050, .100, .150 
2.5 Ballast 
The depth 0 f ball as t used under a railroad track is generally 
determined by the distance necessary to bring the grade of the bridge track 
to that of the approaching track or by requirements fqr smooth riding 
q u ali ties.. In some cases, hO'Wever, the minimum clearance below the bridge 
is such that it is not possible to use a ballasted track" But, when present, 
the bal.la.st definitely has an effect on the distribution of load. If it is 
needed, the depth of this ballast generally varies between 6 in. and 24 in. 
To determine the limiti~ load distribution effects of the ballast, studies 
were conducted for ballast depths of 0 and 24 inches. To obtain an indication 
of the distributing effect of intermediate ballast depths, loads on 12 in. of 
ballast were also studied. 
2.6 Track Loading 
The recommended live load for each track in the present AREA 
specifications (22) is the Cooper E-72 load. This loading sets the heaviest 
axle load at 72,000 Ib" Because of the distribution of load through the 
ballast and ties, it is necessary to assume actual dimensions and loads 
instead of unit values. Therefore, for this study, the lOading used was a 
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12,000 lb.. a..xle for a single track bridge.. If a different loading 1s desired, 
all beam moments should be adjusted in direct proportion to the loads .. 
The specifications also require full live load on both tracks if 
it 1s a double track bridge.. Therefore, in studies of double track bridges, 
t'WO 72, 000 lb III axles were used .. 
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS OF AlOO-,YSIS 
:;.1 General Comments 
An a.na..1.ytical study of a steel railway bridge offers numerous 
problems.. In most cases, the bridge is indeterminate to a number of degrees. 
Also, the structural design is such that the variations are many even in 
bridges of the same general type. A few of the variations encountered are 
the beam spacing which may not be constant across the bridge, the depth of 
slab which may vary across the section of the bridge and the orientation of 
the structure since the bridge may be built on a skew. Therefore, to study 
the various types of railw.y bridges in general terms, it is necessary to 
idealize the structures.. For this study, the idealized structure is a grid-
'WOrk of beams supporting a slab and/or a plate, simply supported on t'WO edges 
and free on the other two edges. 
For bridges with longi tud.i~ beams this simulated structure has 
the simply supported edges at the abutments and the free edges at the outer 
longi tudinal beams. The simply supported edges for the bridge with transverse 
floorbe~ are assumed to be located at the longitudinal edge girders or 
trusses. This assumption is based upon the very large stiffness of the edge 
girder or truss compared with the stiffness of the floor system and upon 
the fact that the connections bet-ween the floor beams and the edge girder are 
generally flexible clip angles. For the bridge with transverse floorbeams, 
the free edges are assumed to be located at the abutments, indicating that 
the last floor be am is supported only at the edge girder" 
Although there are several mathematical procedures available which 
may be used to analyze t.us gridwork of beams, only two are used to obtain 
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the results presented in this report. The tw mathematical procedures used 
in this report were selected because of their adaptability to steel railway 
bridges and because the assumptions involved in their development were the 
-. same as those re quired in the analysi s . One of the major considerations in 
the selection of the type of analytical procedure was the interface condition 
between the floarbeams and the plate 01' sla.b. Although this interface con ... 
dition may vary from one structure to the next, it is necessary in the analysis 
to assume one of tw condi tions : 
1. The beams and the slab or plate are an integral unit; that is, 
there is full horizontaJ. shear transfer bet-ween the top flange of the beams 
and the bottom of the sla.b or plate. 
2. The beams exert only verticaJ. forces on the plate or slab; that 
is, there is no shear between the top flange of' the beams and the bottom of 
the plate or sla.b. 
The first assumption was the basis of selection f'or the orthotropic 
plate theory and the second one was the basis for the selection of' the moment 
distribution procedure developed by N .. M .. Newmark (12) v.1th adaptions for 
cross beams by B. C. F. Wei (2;,24). 
The mathematical procedures used in both of' these analyses are based 
on the following assumptions (9, l2, 13, 25) : 
1. The bridges are right bridges; that is, the intersection of the 
floorbeams and the support is 90 degrees. 
2. The transverse floorbeams and longitudinal beams have no torsionaJ. 
rigidity. 
:;" The material in the slab or plate is homogeneous, elastic, 
isotropic, and of constant thickness .. 
4 • The floorbeams are e qua.l..l.y spaced and have the same cross 
section .. 
bridge. 
plane" 
plate. 
thickness. 
beam span. 
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5. The ballast is of constant thickness and covers the entire 
6. The rails are discontinuous a.t the ends of the bridge .. 
7 .. The slab or pla.te are loaded only by forces normal to their 
8.. Flexural strains vary linearly through the depth of slab or 
9. The deflections are small in compa.:rison to the plate or slab 
10 It The edge beams are located at the edge of the slab or plate. 
11. The slab and the beams are simply supported at the ends of the 
12. The stresses acting on any cross section have no resultant 
force in the direction of the plane of the slab. 
In the case of bridges with transverse floor beams , one addi tiona.l 
assumption is made: the floorbeams are supported only at the edge girders, 
even if the edge girders are continuous over a number of supports. 
S\.mJIDBl.'"ies of the development of the orthotropic plate theory, the 
moment distribution procedure, and methods for determining effect of diaphragms 
and ballast are given in the following paragraphs. 
:;.2 Orthotropic Plate Theory 
This theory has been developed by a number of engineers and mathe-
maticians, including J. Boussinesq (25), Saint Venant (26), and M. T. Huber (27). 
It is based on the fundamental equation of the flexure of slabs and assumes 
that the materials of the slab, plate and beams have three planes of symmetry 
with respect to its elastic properties. 
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Taking these planes of symmetry as the coordinate planes we can 
. obtain the equations for the relations between the strain and stress components 
for the case of plane stress. Substituting the expressiOns for the bending 
and twisting moments determined from these stress-strain relatiolw into the 
differential equation for equilibrium of a laterally loaded plate, ~ obtain 
the following equation for an orthotropic plate (28): 
'Where D =N = 
Y 12(1 ... ~)2 
Dx = N' + ~~ 
D = IJl) 1 Y 
Ib = moment of inertia of beams about neutral axis of 
integral unit. 
N' = N + ~ 
x = distance from midheight of slab to neutral axis of 
integral uni t . 
G = shear modulus 
( 1) 
It should be noted that in determining the stiffness of the ortho-
tropiC plate in the direction parallel to the beams (D ), the stiffness of the 
x 
beams, computed relative to the neutral axis of the combined section, is 
assumed distributed uniforLiLy over the cross section. 
In order to solve Eq. (1) it is necessary to stipulate the boundary 
condJ. tions of the simulated plate. Assuming that the external botUldary COll-
di tions are based on t'WO simply supported edges and two free edges, then, 
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at x = 0 and x = a 
w = 0 
at y = 0 and y =bt 
Consider a slab as shown in Fig. 4, loaded with a uniforrnly dis-
tributed rectangular load, p, of length b' in the y-direction and width a2 in 
the x-direction. Subject to mathematical. limitations, any distribution of 
loading on a rectangular plate that has t-wo oppoSite edges simply supported 
can be expressed as a. trigonometric series (12,25): 
.... '" • n1tX p = ~p s~n ---
on a 
(2) 
where 
X 2 1 n~ p sin - dx ~ a 
substituting in (3) and solving: 
4p . n~ n~ 
p :II1II - s~n - sin --
on n~ a 2a ( 4) 
Substl tutlng equations (4) and (2) in (1), we obtain the following 
equation for an arthotropic plate loaded with a rectangular load p: 
where 
In the region y == 0 to Y = bl and Y = b2 to Y = btl the load, p, is 
equal to zero, so add! tiona! bound.ary conditions at the edges of the load 
perpendicular to the simply supported edges must be introduced: 
(6) 
where l = left of y and r = right of y. 
Now, that all bo'Wldary conditions have been given, equation (5) must 
be solved in such a manner that these conditions are satisfied. M. Lf!Ny (28) 
suggested taking the solution in the farm of a series: 
w=y 
n 
nJtx 
sin -
a 
where Y is a function of y only. This series satisfies the boundary condi tiona 
n 
at the simply supported edges. The solution of (7) can be simplified by 
taking 
2; 
and letting 
( 8) 
Equation (8) represents the deflection of a loaded strip para.l1el to the 
x .... axis.. It satisfies equation (5) and also the boundary condi tiona at the 
simply-supported edges .. 
The expression Y2 has to satisty the equation 
0\ 0\ 0\ 
D 2+2H 2 +D 2=0 
x ~ ox2ay2 y ~ 
and also must satisfy til. bo\ll'.ldary conditions of the plate when combined with 
the equation for Y1 .. Now, letting 
f = ~ 
a 
Equation (9) becomes 
D Y f4 CD 2-1- P • mrs- y It + D Y" If = 0 
x 2 V--xy 2 Y 2 (10) 
The roots of the corresponding characteristic equation are 
+ nlt~ 4x V ~ 2 r 4 = - - -- p ± p-l 1,2,;, a Dy 
t') 
'When p < 1, i.e. r < D D ; which is typical for the structure studied in this 
xy 
investigation. We can solve the previous equation by letting 
where 
r = ± cP + iT} 1,2 r 4 = ± cp - i1} 3, 
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We then obtain, 
Y2 = cosh q>y(A cos lty + B sin TtY) + sinh cpy( C cos lty + D sin flY) (11) 
Adding the equations for Y1 and Y2, and substituting in equation (7), 
we obtain 
r I n~ .... an + cosh cpy( A cos 1lY + B sin TtY) + sinh cpy( C cos TtY + D sin TtY) I sin a 
Equation (12a) will yield the deflection, w, at eJJ.y point in the 
loaded strip bounded by y = b1 and Y = b2, if the constants A, B, C, and D 
are known. For the unloaded strips, equation (l2a.) becomes 
w = [COSh q>y( A I cos TtY + B' sin TtY) + sinh cpy( C I cos TtY + D' sin TtY) ] sin n;:x 
(12b) 
in the region y = 0 to Y = b1 and 
w = [COSh cpy( A II cos TtY + B II sin TtY) + sinh <p( C II cos TtY + D II sin TtY) ] sin n;:x 
(12c) 
in the region y = b2 to Y = b t · 
Substituting equations (12a), (12b) and (12c) in the boundary or 
continuity equations at y = b1 and Y = b2 (6) we obtain the following relation-
ships for the constants: 
A-A' = 
B ... B' = 
-an [( 2~ +2.?9) cos I)b1 cosh tpbl + (1)4 -qh sin I)b1 sinh tpbJ 
21}<P{ fl2 +q)2) 
-an [(2~ +2.?9) sin I)b1 cosh tpbl - (I)4.qh COB I)b1 sinh 'Pb1l 
21lCP( ~2~) 
c ... c' = 
D ... D' = 
+a
n 
[( 2~ +2 r? cp) cos 1)b1 sinh 'Vb1 + (1)4 -cp 4) sin *1 cosh 'Vb1 ] 
21}CP( fl2 +q>2) 
+an [(2~ +2r?CP) sin 1)b1 sinh 'Vb1 - (1)4 _cp4) cos *1 cosh 't'b1 I 
2 f}<P( T? +q>2) 
-an [( 21)q? +2r?CP) cos 1)b2 cosh 'Vb2 + (1)4 _cp4) sin 1)b2 sinh 't'b2 -1 
A_A" = ------------------------~~----------------------2f1CP( "12 +(p2) 
-en l (21)q? +2r?CP) sin 1)b2 cosh 'Vb2 - (1)4 _cp4) cos 1)b2 sinh CVb21 
B-B" = ------------------------~~----------------------2TfP( fl2 +q>2) 
r -'3 4 4 "j +an : (2~ +2Jf" cp) cos "1b2 sinh 'Pb2 + (11 -cp ) sin llb2 cosh 'Pb2 j 
C-C" = ------------------------~~----------------------
2 T)CP( ~2 +cp2 ) 
+an ~2~+2r?cp) sin 1Jb2 sinh 'Vb 2 - (1J4_cp4) cos 1Jb2 cosh 't'b2 1 
D-D" = ----------------------~~------------------------21}CP( "12 +<J)2) 
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(13a) 
To these eight equations containing twelve constants A, ." .,nll we add the four 
equations representing the boundary conditions at the edges y=O and y=bte 
For y=O and y=bt , 'We have 
since tbe moment and shear at a fi"ee edge are zero e Substi tuting equation (12b) 
in these equations, we obtain 
(13b) 
Similarly, from the edge y = bt , we obtain the following equations by substi-
tuting equation (12c) in the boundary equations. 
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o = cp sinh cpb [ f"cp2 - A"fl2 + 2D"1)CIl - (2-11) n:t All} cos fib 
+ { B"cp2 _ Bur? + 2C"tW - (2-1l) n:~ } sin I)bJ 
+ I) cos q'b r -{ A "cp2 -A "1)2 +2D"1)CIl-(2-1l) n:~ A"} sin I)b 
cos llb 
(13c) 
and . I 
[ 
2 2 2~ 2 2 2~ J o = cosh CPb (A ucp -A "I) +2D "rrP-1l n a 2 A") cos I)b + (B "cp -B "1) +2C "'lGl-1l n a 2 B ") sinflb 
+ sinh qlb[ ( C "cp2 -C" 1)2 +2B "1)CIl-1l n:~ C") cos fib + (D "cp2 -D" fl2 +2A "ljcp-Il n: t D 'Jin I)b J 
However, if cpb is relatively large, cosh cpt) and sinh cpb become practic-
a.l.ly equal and equations (13c) can be approximated as follows with only negli ... 
gible error. 
A"+e fl = 0 and B"+D" = 0 
Thus, with the t-welve equations in (15a), (13b) and (13c) we can solve 
for the twelve constants A, ...... 0, Dat. After the constants have been determined 
we can determine the deflection at any point in the plate by substituting in 
equations (12a), (12b) or (12c). 
Now that the equations for deflection for any point in the simulated 
bridge floor have been obtained, the bending moments in the combined section 
may be determined from,(28) 
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(14) 
3.3 Moment Distribution Procedure 
The moment distribution proc~dure is based directly on the method 
of analysis described by N. M. Newmark in Bulletin 304 of the University of 
Illinois Engineering Experiment Station (12). A detailed explanation of this 
method would serve no useful ~se as it is outlined in detail in the 
bulletin. However, a brief summary of the assumptions and the essential 
feature s of the procedure wi 11 be given. 
In addition to the assumptions presented at the beginning of this 
section, the following additional assumptions are made (13): 
1. The reaction of the beam acts on the slab along a line, and is 
not distributed over a finite width. 
2. A beam and the slab directly over it deflect alike; that is, 
the slab does not separate from the beams. 
The procedure developed by Newmark is similar to and derived from, 
the moment-distribution method of analysis developed by Hardy Cross (29). 
However 1 the Hardy Cross method has been modified so that slabs continuous 
over flexible beams may be aralyzed. 
The procedure described in Bulletin 304 (12,13) may be summarized 
as follows: 
1. Assume temporarily that all joints in the continuous slab do 
not de~lect. Di vide the load into n siue waves of loading so that the basic 
equation of the theory of flexure of slabs may be solved ar:ld then compute the 
fixed end moments at the joints due to each sine wave of loading. Distribute 
moments due to sine 'Waves of lOading, and find the total unbalanced reactions 
at each jOint. The fonl of the equation for the moments is 
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where 
_ 4 1 n~ n7ta2 n~ p = ~ I: - sin -- sin - sin -
"n a. 2a a. 
2. Assume an ar~itrary pattern of deflections of the joints; write 
tb.e fixed end moments in all members; and distribute the moments without 
further deflection III Then find the unbalanced reactions acting at all joints III 
3. Repeat step (2) to obtain as many sets of independent displace .... 
ments as there are flexible beams. 
4. Combine the proportions of sets of independent displacements in 
such a manner that the sum. of the combined displacement and the original lOading 
will correspond to zero unbalanced reactions at the jOints III 
Step (4) yields a. series of simultaneous equatiOns, where the number 
of equations is equal to the number of supporting beams. In most cases, this 
exceeded the practical limit for a desk calculator, so the University of 
Illinois high speed digital computer, ILLIAC, 'WaS used to solve the simultaneous 
equations. 
Once these deflections, 6, are obtained for each sine wave of 
-
l.oading, the moment in the flexi bl.e beam may be computed from 
Where F is the reaction on the beam and is equal to D.. U . U is a measure of 
o 
the deflection stiffness and is found by the fol.l~~ equation. 
4 
4 n~~ 
U = " 4 
a 
It should be, noted that the loading used to satisfy the requirements 
for solution of the orthotropic pl.a.te analysis and the moment distribution 
procedure 'WaS assumed to be a sine series. This sine series has an infinite 
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number of terms but, for each additional term of the series used, the com-
puted loading approaches more rapidly the actual. load. 
Because of the great number of different structures included in 
this study, it was impossible to carry out the calculations for either method 
of analysis using a large number of terms of the trigonometric series repre-
senting the load.. The effect of the additional terms of the series decreases 
rapidly as the ratio of the Sides, bl a, increases" Therefore, in the case of 
bridges with transverse floorbeams, where b/e. ranged from 0 .. 1 to 0 .. 3, OIUy 
the first term of the series was used, and for the study of the bridges with 
longitudinal beams, 'Where bla was 0.1 or less, the first four terms were used. 
An indication of the effect of the additional terms of the load 
series may be obtained by referring to other anaJ.yses. Morice and Little (20), 
have stated that the "maximum calculated longitudinal moments and stresses 
should be increased by 10 percent to correct for theei'fect of havillgi~clucled 
the first term only in the harmonic analysis e" •• II It has been estimated 
that the computations in this study USing the first four terms of the series 
will yie1d about 97 percent of the maximum beam moment. 
3.4 AnaJ..ysis of Bridges With Diaphragms 
The method of anaJ.ysis (23,24) used in the study of the diaphragms 
in the floor system was developed by Wei for use with the moment distribution 
procedure just presented . However, it is also applicable directly to the 
orthotropic plate solution. 
To take into account the effect of diaphragms, Wei divided the 
structure into two separate systems: (1) the diaphragms 'Wi. th forces equivalent 
to the reaction of the diaphragms on the floorbeams acting at the intersection 
points and (2) the bridge without the diaphragms but with these· forces acting 
at the intersection of the diaphragm and floorbeam. After replacing the 
action of the diaphragms by a set of equivalent forces acting at the inter ... 
section points of' the diaphragms and beams, the problem is then reduced to 
finding moments in a bridge without diaphragms but subjected to additional. 
forces .. 
In his development, Wei made the following assumptions (2;): 
1.. The connections of the diaphragms to the beams are full.y 
effective. In other words, the right angle relationship bet'Ween the web of 
the beam and a line through the mid-height of the diaphragm will be kept after 
the deformation. 
2. The top of the diaphragm does not touch the bottom of the slab 
under any loading condition. 
In general, the connections of the diaphragms to the beams in steel 
rail'W8\Y bridges are not fUlly effective as assumed by Wei, but are quite 
flexible. In bridges with transverse floorbeams, the connections are made 
with ODe, or possibly two, small clip angles which offer practically no re-
sistance to rota.tion.. However, in bridges 'With longitudinal beams, the 
connections are more moment resi stant, but still are not fUlly effective. In 
order to obtain a more realistic approach to- the effect of diaphragms, a 
modification of Wei's first assumption was made. 
Since most of the bending in a series of diaphragms in a line 
occurs at the connections, the line of diaphragms will be assumed to be com-
posed of a. series of infinitely rigid beams with an el.astic connection located 
at each diaphragm .... beam connection. Since it has been assumed that the longi-
tudinal beam or transverse floorbeams have negligible torsional rigidity, this 
assumption is not incompatible 'With the previOUS methods of anaJ.ysis. 
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The major problem in using this modification is the determination 
of' the moment resistance of the elastic connection. About twenty-five years 
ago J. Co Rathbun (30) conducted a nwnber of' tests to obtain the elastic 
properties of riveted connections. From these tests, moment rotation character-
istics for most standard clip-angle and seat-angle connections can be obtained. 
A numerical. procedure was then used to determine the size of a 
continuous beam with approximately the same deflection at each "connection 
point It as the series of rigid links wi th elastic hinges. A survey was made 
of' a number of bridges with diaphragms to determine an equation for the relation 
of the moment of inertia of the actual diaphragm system to the moment of inertia 
of the continuous beam which would simulate the behavior of the diaphragm. 
A beam with a moment of inertia of 25 percent of that of the diaphragms was 
found to yield approximately the same deflection and moment resistant char-
acteristics as the original ~aphragms with rather flexible floorbeam-
diaphragm connections. 
Now that a continuous diaphragm, that is, one with all connections 
fUlly effective, has been obtained, the following procedure as outlined by 
Wei may be used (23): 
(a) Remove the diaphragm and replace it by unknown reactions at the 
intersection points of the diaphragms and the beams. 
(b) Find the total deflection at the points of intersection of the 
diaphragms and the beams due to both the unknown reactions and the external 
loads on the bridge. Then find the net deflection at the interior points with 
re spect to the intersection of the diaphragm and the edge beam. 
( c) Consider the diaphragm as a simply supported cross beam subjected 
to the reaction forces at the points of intersection of the diaphragm and. the 
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interior beams and find the deflection of these points relative to the ends 
of the diaphragms. 
(d) Since there should be no separation between the beams and 
the diaphragm, the summation of deflections found previously for each point 
of intersection must be zero.. For a structure and loading symmetrical with 
respect to the center, this condition will yield all but one of the necessary 
equations.. This equation is supplied by statics and requires that the summation 
of vertical forces is zero. The unknown reactions may be found by solving 
these simultaneous equations .. 
(e) These reactions represent the equivalent forces acting on the 
structure upon the removal of the diaphragm. Moments in the slab and beams 
of the bridge ~ now be obtained by considering for the structure both the 
appli ed load and the diaphragm reactions. 
:3 .. 5 Beam -on-Elastic-Foundation 
The three preceding sections have been devoted to the procedures to 
determine the distribution of a load on top of the plate or slab through the 
floor system. Ho-wever, in a railroad bridge the wheel load is not placed 
directly on the deck, but is transmitted to the plate or slab through the 
track, the ties and the ballast. 
The ba.llasted railroad track is an example of a beam on an elastic 
foundation in 'Which the rail is the beam and the ballast is the elastic 
fotmdation. Through the use of this approach to the analysis of a ba.llasted 
track, it is possible to obtain the load at the ties and, through empirical 
relationships, the load on the slab or plate. 
Since the cross tie system used at present has the ties supported 
only by the road bed, and the ties themselves can distribute force laterally 
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from the rails, it is necessary to make several assumptions in order to use 
the a.nalysi s for abeam-on -an-elastic-foundation. 
1. The ties are such cl.osely spaced supports that an equivalent 
cont~uous elastic foundation can be substituted with good approximation for 
the support which the ties provide for the rails (31). 
2. The transverse distribution (distribution normal to the center .... 
line of the track) of the ties is negligible. This is a conservative assumption 
since any distribution would tend to reduce the maT; mum beam moment .. 
Based on these statements, the rail ma;y be assumed to be a beam of 
1m) j mj ted length continuously supported on an elastic foundation. A. N. Talbot 
(32) and others have developed an equation for deflection of such a beam 
under a concentrated load.. The deflection may be computed from, 
'Where 
I?-,. -r--x ( ) y = 2u e cos Ax + sin Ax 
A. = ,4/u/4E I V· r r 
u = spring constant per uni t length of el.a.stic 
support 
Er = modulus of elasticity of rail. 
I = moment of inertia of rail. 
r 
(15) 
Once the deflection of the rail has been computed, the force on the 
rail or that the tie produces on the ba.l..l.ast at B.rJ:y loca.tion may be determined 
from, 
q = 113 (16) 
If this pressure is assumed concentrated at the ties, the pressure under each 
tie is given in load per unit area. 
Wi th the above relationships, the distribution of load by the rail 
and by the elastic properties of the ballast can, be determined; holiever, the 
distribution of load through the ballast must next be determined. Although 
there are a number of types of material. used for ballast, a dist...t"ibution . 
pattern for each type 'WOUl.d not be feasible. As a. resuJ.t, the folioving dis ... 
tr1bution of load through the ball.a.st thickness was assumed for a:ny type of 
gravel or limestone ba.llast: 
rail 
d 
slab or plate 
where 
(17) 
Equation (17) is based on a uniform distribution of the pressure at the top of 
the plate or slab. Because of the number of a.pproximations made in previous 
methods of analySiS, the assumption that the pressure at the top of the plate 
or slab, ql' is uniformly distributed over an area, xi, does not seem 
unrealistic. 
In the equations just developed for the track ballast it was assumed 
that the spring constant, u, of the ball.a.st is known. However', this constant 
must be determined experimentally and is different for each ballasted track .. 
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A considerable amount of work bas been done to determine approximate values 
for u (;2,33)" A. No Talbot reported the results of numerous tests on 
ballasted track and gave values for u for the ballast used in these tests. 
Based on the results reported by Talbot the following equation has been de-
veloped to yield approximate values of u which are close to these experimental. 
results. 
u = 600 + 100(d-6) (d 2: 6 in.) 
were u is given in lb per inch of length per inch of deflection. This 
equation and the experimental results both indicate an increase in stiffness of 
the ballast as its depth is increased .. 
Now that the value of u can be computed, equation (16) may be solved, 
and the pressure at the top of the slab can be determined. 
If the track is not ballasted, the wheel load. on the rail is trans-
mitted directly through the ties to the top of the slab or plate. In this case, 
the equations for a beam-on-an-elastic-foundation are not valid. Therefore, 
for the track which is not ballasted, the load has been assumed ,to be dis-
tributed only over a 1 ft. sq .. area directly under the tie plate .. 
In the development of these methods of analysis for treating the 
various distribution problems in a steel railway bridge, numerous assumptions 
and empirical modifications and equatiOns have been used. However, it is 
believed that these analytical procedures will yield beam moments Wich are 
close to those which will be obtained in the actual structure" 
IV. CORREIATION WITH FIELD TESTS 
4.1 General Comments 
About ten years ago the Association of American Railroads conducted 
* a series of tests on bridge structures under actual service loadings (3). The 
purpose of these tests was "to determine the actual distribution of locomotive 
axle loads and the variation in stresses on the closely spaced transverse and 
longi tudinal beams It (3).. This group of tests was conducted on seven through 
girder spans having transverse floorbeams v.f.thout stringers and two spans having 
cl.osely spaced longitudinal beams. The tests were conducted using diesel and 
steam locomotives of regular trains operating at normal speeds and at very slow 
speeds to obtain data under approximately static condi tions . 
In order to v~ the assumpt~ons made in deve1opi:og the methods of' 
analysis to determine the load on the floor surface and the distribution of 
load through the fioor system, the results of these analyses were compared with 
the strains observed in the actual. bridges. Most of' the bridges tested were 
anal.yzed for at least one static lOading and compared with one or more of' the 
analytical. procedures. The correlation shown between the results computed 
by the various mathematical procedures used in this report and the results 
obtained in the f'ield tests demonstrate the ability of' the procedures to 
sim:ula.te the distribution of' loads in the actual. bridges. 
Several assumptions concerning the bridges and their loads were 
necessary before a theoretical treatment could be obtained. These assumptions 
were: 
1. Axle l.oads based on locomotive diagrams furnished by the railroads 
shall be used in the anaJ.ysis and assumed to be the actuaJ. loads applied to the 
* Hereafter referred to as the AAR bridge tests. 
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structure. However, these calculated axle loads may be in error by as much 
as 20 percent. 
2. Although the minimum speed of the locomotive runs for each 
test bridge ranged from 3.0 mph to 6.2 mph, these loadings were assumed to 
be applied statically. Nevertheless, even at this slow speed, there may be 
an impact effect. 
3 · The moments calculated by the theory shall be based upon only 
the first term of the harmonic or sine series representing the load. Although 
the calculated stress for the first harmonic is generally about 10 percent 
below the stress computed using all harmonics, (21) the first term was assumed 
to be accurate enough for this correlation because of the many other un-
certainties in the test lOading, track conditions and structural conditions. 
Of the nine bridges tested by the AAR, t~ were so designed that 
they are not covered in the types of bridges included in this study. However, 
twelve test runs on the other seven bridges have been analyzed. Four of 
these test runs were conducted on bridges with longitudinal beams, and the 
remainder were on bridges . with transverse floor beams. To show the appli-
cability of the methods of analysis to either steam of diesel locomotives, 
as well as to various bridge types , five of the test runs selected were 
made 'With diesel locomotives and the other seven with steam locomotives. 
For each run of the locomotives, oscillograph readings ·were taken 
from strain gages located on the bottom flanges of 24 consecutive transverse 
floorbeams or on the bottom flanges of the 10nsitudinal beams during the 
passage of the locomotives. HOYrever, the only stresses reported are (a) the 
simultaneous stresses "Which existed in each beam 'When the stress in one of the 
middl.e f'loorbeams f'or a transverse f'loorbeam bridge or the beam under the 
centerline of the loaded track tor a longitudinal beam bridge was a maximum 
arid (b) the maxi tmlm stress in each beam for the entire run .. 
For comparison of the field test results with the stresses computed 
by the procedures outlined 1n this report, the simultaneous stresses for a 
particul.ar loading were used. This canparison then indicates the ab1lityof' 
one to predict with the procedures, the stress in each f'loorbeam for a par-
ticular .loading condition. The corresponding AREA. 11 ve load design stress is 
compared 'With the average of tbe maxi mum. stresses recorded in each :noorbeam 
during the entire passage of a. locomotive.. This average max:Jmum stress 1s, 
in general, about equal to the maxj mum stress ·obtained in the center f'loorbeam. 
This latter comparison is used only for the bridges with transverse f'loorbeams 
as it wuld not be applicable to the longitudinal type bridge .. 
The selection of' the methods of analysis to be used in these studies 
and comparisons were based. on 
a.. the interface condition between the plate or slab 
aDd the fl.oorbeams 
b. the type of track 
c.. the presence of diaphragms. 
The data presented in the .AREA. Committee 30 report on the AAR bridge tests (3) 
gave detailed information on factors (b) and. (c).. Ho'Wever J data. was not 
avail.able on the interface cond1 tion. Since an analysis assuming composi te 
action wuld yield lower beam stresses than an analySis assuming no shear 
transfer between tbe floorbeams and the slab, the orthotropic plate theory 
was used only in those cases where there was an indication of :poss1 ble composite 
action. However, the bridges analyzed. by the orthotropic pl.s:te theory were 
uso analyzed by the moment distribution procedure because of the uncertainty 
in composite action. 
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The results of the analyses of' each bridge are given in the f'oll.owing 
paragraphs .. A brief' description ot each bridge is also incl.uded to indicate 
the range of variabl.es included in the correl.ation. For more detailed descrip-
tion of' the bridges and the methods of conducting the tests, the reader is 
referred. to the report of AREA CODIDittee 30 (3) .. 
4 .. 2 New York Central. Railroad Bridge No. e ... 38 
This is a multipl.e track bridge with transverse floorbeams. '!be 
beams of each of' the five tracks, however, are supported as ind1 vidual spans, 
wi th the interior l.ongi tudinal. girders being common to two tracks.. Two tracks 
of this bridge were tested independently because of' the extreme variation in 
their design. 
a. iTack 1 ... The through edge girders are 10 ft. l.ong and are spaced. 
l.5 ft. 7 3/4 in. center to center of' webs. The transverse f'l.oorbeams are 
l.5 I 8l.., beams spaced at about 25 3/4 in .. center to center.. A single line of' 
diaphragms (10[20) is connected to the beams by cl.ipangles.. The floor is made 
of a l./2 in. steel floor plate and a l.4 in. concrete slab. The ties are embedded 
in the concrete, thus app~ng the load directly to1he slab. 
An instantaneous position of' Run 14 was a.nalyzed USing both methods 
of anal.ysis, i .. e .. , orthotropic plate theory and moment distribution procedure. 
This run was made by a 3-axle diesel. unit at a speed of 5.5 mph.. For this 
1.oad1ng, the computed 11 ve load. design stress in the fl.oorbeams based on the 
current AREA "Specifications for Steel. Ra1l~ Bridges" (22) was 4.98 ksi tr 
This ~ be compared to the average maximmn recorded stress ot '.35 ksi. 
The stresses computed by the orthotropic plate tbe017 and the moment 
distribution procedure are pl.otted in Fig. 5 to show their rel.ationship to the 
values obtained from the AAR tests. The simul.ated bridge f'loor assumed for 
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these computations did not have e:ny diaphragms. The computed curves show the 
same general shape as the curve drawn through the measured values. The 
computed results, bo-wever, average only about 70 percent ot the measured 
values for both methods of analysis" In add1 tion to the assumptions mentioned 
previously 'Which may have caused this difference, it should be noted that the 
effecti ve depth of the concrete slab is not definite.. The ties are embedded 
about :; inches into the slab, but the depth of slab 'WaS assumed to be the 
max1 nnvo depth (14 in .. ).. If an 11 in.. depth bad been assumed, the computed 
resw.ts 'WOuld average about 1.10 percent of the measured values .. 
To sllow the effect of assuming that the contribution of the diaphragas 
to the load distribution is negligible, calculations were made for the sturc-
ture assuming the "effective" diaphragm. to have a moment of inertia 25 percent 
of that of the actual diaphragm.. The results showed a change of' less than 
two percent for the 'stress in the floorbeams.. In the MR bridge tests, runs 
were made with diaphragms connected and with them disconnected. In the first 
case, the average maximum stress 'WaS :;.12 ksi and in the latter case, :; .. 35 k.si, 
or an increase of seven percent. Although the increase in stress due to 
"disconnecting It the diaphragms was considerably greater in the field tests 
than computed, the change is still small enough to permit one to neglect the 
diaphragms in the design of bridges with transverse floor beams and a reinforced 
concrete slab .. 
b. Track 3 .... The through edge girders of this track also have a 
70 it.. over-all length, but they are spaced at 1:; ft.. 6 1n. center to center 
of webs.. The transverse floorbeams are 12 in. Bethlehem girder beams at 
10 ].b. and are spaced at about 25 ;/4 in. center ... to-center. There are no 
diaphragms in the f'l.oor system. The floor consists only of a "floating" 
3/8 in. steel plate resting directly on the f'loorbeams.. The ties are supported 
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on timber stringers 'Which rest on the floor plate. ibis entire top assembly 
is embedded. in sand for fire protection .. 
In order to provide a better approXimation of the load distribution 
through the timber string~s and sand, a modified ''beam on elastic foundation ff 
analysis was used. This modified analysis "WaS suggested by A. N .. Ta.lbot in 
the 1918 AREA Proceedings (32).. Shown below is the distribution used to 
determine the load on each floorbewn. 
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Since the steel plate \78S Ufloating" on the floorbeams, composite 
action 'WOUld not be possible. Therefore, the moment distribution method of 
an~sis was used to compute the beam stresses. Based. upon the above loading 
distribution to the plate, the beam stresses 'Were computed for Run 29, 'Which 
'WaS made by a steam locomotive at 4. .. 1 mph. The computed results are plotted 
wi th the measured results in Fig.. 6 for the position of loading when the first 
driver of the locomotive was at the centerline of the bridge. It can be seen 
that in the vicinity of the load an excellent correlation is obtained, and 
for the beams in front of the driver, computed results slightly bigher than 
the measured values 'Were reali zed. 
4.; New York Central Railroad Bridge No .. 12 1/2, North Tra.ck 
This structure carries three tracks and has an over ... a.ll length of 
about 73 ft. The transverse floorbeams under one of the outside tracks were 
tested. These f100rbeams 'Were 15 I 50 beams and were spaced at about 15 1/2 in. 
Each track was independently suppar ted by longi tudina.l edge girders spaced at 
II ft. ; in. center to center of webs.. The floor system did not have any 
diaphragms bet'Ween floorbeams but had 24 in. of balla.s~ supported by a 7 in .. 
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concrete slab (or liner) which rested on a 5/16 in. steel floor plate on top 
of the floorbeams .. 
To show the effect of. assuming no horizontal. shear transfer betvreen 
the floorbeams and the slab or steel plate, beam stresses for the load position 
reported for Run 12 were computed by both metbods of ~sis.. Even though 
a poor correlation 'WaS realized, an indication of the difference in the results 
of the methods may be seen in Fig. 1. The orthotropic plate ~sis (:tUlJ. 
shear transfer) yielded values which on the average were 119 percent of the 
measured field stress for the run, whereas the moment distribution procedure 
(no shear transfer) gave values 'Which averaged 242 percent.. Thus, an average 
decrease in stress of about 25 percent could be attributed. to "shear transfer n 
or composite action .. 
Several. possible explanations may be given for the pOor correlation 
between computed and measured values 0 The results or the field test show a 
rather unusual phenomenon ...... t.he maxi mum simultaneous stresses do not occur under 
the locomotive wheels for the position of load reported. Even the maximum 
stresses recorded for each floorbeam for the entire passage ot the train are 
very erratic; varying from 0.80 ksi to 2.60 kai. For a:ny loading the total 
longitnd'inal. midspan moment at any section parallel to the supports must equal 
the simp1e beam moment. For the train position indicated in Fig .. 1, this 
moment should be 6874 in kips.. However, an examination of the data shows that 
it only totals 2878 in kips.. Furthermore, several investigators (13) have 
shown that total. longitudinal. moment in the beams at midspan is related to the 
total static moment as the total stiff'Dess of the beams is to the total. stiff-
ness of the structure.. The sum of the moments computed for each of the floor-
beams by the moment di stribution procedure, in this case, equaled 91.8 percent 
of the total statical moment at the section and, for the field tests, the smn 
of the moments carried by the floorbeams is onJ.y about 42 percent. However, 
the ratio of the total. stiffness of the beams to total stittness of the 
structure was 91.4 percent, which indicates that the computed results yie~ 
the more realistic stresses. For these reasons, considerable doubt should 
be put in test results for this bridge .. 
4 .. 4 Southern Railway Brigge tAGS) No. 139~3, Borth Track 
This structure carries two tracks and consists of a center and two 
outside through girders which are 58 ft .. 4. 1/2 in. long.. The transverse tloor-
beams are 18 WF 85 beams, spaced at about 24 in.. centers, and the edge girders 
of the north track are spaced at 17 ft .. 10 1/2 in. 'lhe floor system has a row 
of diaphragms under each rail consisting of plates connected to each f'loorbeam 
by two clip angles.. The track ties supporting the rails rests on about 11 in .. 
of bal.J.ast, which is supported by a steel deck pJ.ate riveted to the top flange 
of the transverse floorbeams .. 
In Fig.. 8 and 9, are shown the canparison bet-ween tbe results computed 
by the moment distribution pt"ocedlre and the results measured in the field 
tests. The results in Fig. 8 are based on Run 15 made vi th a steam locomotive 
moving a.t ;.0 mph, and in Fig. 9 Run 20 made with a diesel locomotive at 
5.2 mph.. The values computed for the beam stresses were based upon the load 
at the top of' the floor plate being distributed from the rail as a beam-on-
an-elast1c-foundat1on and the diaphragms being ineffective in distributing the 
load. Based upon these loading assumptions, the average ratios bet~en com-
puted and measured stress for the beams 'Were 1.11 for the steam locomotive 
run and 1.14 for the diesel locomotive run. This correla.tion indicates again 
that it is not genera.lly necessary to take into account the diaphragms in the 
anaJ.ysis or design of bridges with transverse floorbeams. 
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In the report of AREA Committee :;0 (:;) on the field tests, beam 
stresses were computed directly from the pressure transmitted to the floor 
plate by the elastic foundation without consideration of the possibl.e dis ... 
tribution produced by the plate. The track modulus was assumed in the field 
test ~i8 and in the correlation study to be equal to 1500 pounds per inch 
of rail length per inch of depression. In Fig. 10 is show. a comparison of the 
computed beam stresses for Run 15 assuming u == 1500 and no floor plate distribu-
tion with the resuJ.ts of the moment distribution anal.ysis assuming u = 1500 
and a 9/16 in. floor plate. The plot shows that there is only a very small 
effect of the floor plate on the load distribution. Based on these resul.ts, 
the design procedure for this type of bridge will be developed from the ''beam-
on-elastic-foundation" method without considering the distribution effect of 
the plate. 
4 .. 5 Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Bridge No .. 58 1/2 
This double track bridge with transverse floarbeams has an over-all 
length of 101 ft. 1 5/8 in. a;od is built on a 31-deg .. 5-min. skew.. The 
girders are spaced at 31 ft. 8 in. center to center of webs and the floorbeams 
{:;O WF 172) are perpendicular to the edge girders and spaced at 32 1/2 in. 
The track ties rest on about 16 in. of ballast which is supported by a 9 in. 
concrete slab resting on top of the floorbeams. The floor system does not 
have B1lY diaphragms between transverse fl.oorbeams. 
In Fig. II are plotted the results of the anal.ysis of this structure 
by the moment distribution method and the results of the field tests for Run 3. 
The values computed and those measured are simultaneous stresses for the first 
driver of the steam locomotive placed 6.6 fi. west of f'l00rbeam 12. The eDgine 
was moving at a speed of 4.3 mph at the time the field measurements were taken. 
The average ratio betwen the s1mW.taneous measured floorbeam 
stresses and the computed stresses is 0.97 indicating an excellent correlation. 
This value may be compared with the ratio of 1.99 between the average maximum 
recorded stress in the floorbeams (2.54 ksi) for the entire Run 3 and the 
ARFA static design stress (22) (5.06 ksi). This ratio indicates the extent 
of error occurring because the distribution effects of the ballast and floor 
slab are not taken into account in the current design specifications. 
The fact that the computed values are so close to the measured 
val'l.les indicates also that the moment distribution procedm-e may be adequate 
for skew bridges up to 35 or 40 degrees, if the transverse floorbeams are 
perpendi cular to the longi tudinaJ. edge girders. 
4.6 Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Bridge No. D ... 7B9.9 
This structure is about 145 ft. long and carries a single track. 
The longitudinal edge girders are spaced at 19 ft. 3. in. and the transverse 
f'loorbeams (24 WF 74) are spaced at about 19 1/2 in. centers. 1'he floor system 
has two rovs of diaphragms. The ties rest on between 15 in. and 24 in. of' 
ballast, which is supported by a 3/8-1n. steel plate welded to the top f'langes 
of the floorbeams. The north end of the bridge was selected for testing. 
The results of an analysis by the moment distribution procedure of' 
an instantaneous loading pattern of Run 6 under a steam locomotive are plotted 
in Fig. 12. Al.so in this figure are plotted the results measured in the AAR 
field tests. Although the same general shape is obtained in both cases for 
the "stress curve, " the computed stresses are seen to average about 40 percent 
larger than the measured values. This is the same percentage difference as 
obtained betveen the live load design stress (5.06 ksi) and the average maximum 
stress (3.64 ksi) for all f1oarbeams. 
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4.7 New York Central Railroad Bridge No. 11 1/2 
Bridge No. 11 1/2 is a double track bridge and consists of four 
simply supported longitudinal beam spans. A 21 :ft.. 6 in.. interior span was 
tested. The spans have ten 20 I 65 beams, six 18 I 55 beams and one outside 
spandrel girder per track, as shown in Fig. 13. The track ties rest on about 
13 in. of ba.ll.ast which is supported by a 10 in. reinforced concrete slab 
resting on top of the beams. Although neglected in the analysis because of 
the thick concrete slab, the beams have 4 transverse row of diaphragms, 2 row 
near the ends of the span and 2 near the third points. 
Since this type of structure is to be analyzed extensively in the 
study, this bridge was analyzed for both steam and diesel locomotive loadings 
USing the orthotropic plate theory and the moment distribution procedure. 
Because of the variation in spacing and size of beams, it was necessary to 
assume an average beam moment of inertia and beam spacing for the calculations 
of beam stresses by the orthotropic plate theory. Results of the anaJ.ytical 
studies and the field tests are plotted in Fig. 14 for the diesel locomoti ve 
loading and in Fig. 15 for the steam locomotive loading. In the chart below, 
the field tests results (measured) are comp~d with the resul. ts of four 
anaJ.ytical studies and. the ARFA design values for the beams under the loaded 
tracks .. 
Type 
of 
Locomotive 
Diesel 
Steam 
AREA design stress 
Measured stress 
1·90 
1.46 
Average Ratio 
for Beams 10 GO 19: 
Calculated stress 
Measured stress 
1.05 
1.18 
0.87 
0.96 
1 - For beams 10 eo 19 only (beams under loaded track). 
.Analytical 
Procedure 
MOment distribution 
Orthotropic plate 
MOment distribution 
Orthotropic pJ.ate 
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The above results again indicate the accura.cy of the analytical 
methods to compute the behavior of the beams and show the large uoverdesign If 
Which occurs when using the present AREA specifications for the design of . 
floorbeams under a reinforced concrete slab. 
4 .. 8 Missouri-Kansas-Texas RaLLro~ Bridge No., D ... 773 
Structure D ... 773 consists of four 54-deg.. skewed l.ongi tudinal. beam 
spans with 13 beams per span" The 44 ft.. long south· span was selected for 
testing" The thirteen 36 WF 230 longitudinal. beams in each span are spaced at 
a.bout 24 ... in.. centers.. The beams have transverse diaphragms (24 WF 87 beams) 
spaced at 5 ft. 2 1/2 in., with the flanges riveted to the webs of the longi-
tudinaJ. beams.. The ties rest on about II in.. of ballast, which is supported 
by a 3/8 in. steel plate welded to the top flanges of the beams .. 
From the results of the studies of the bridges discussed previously, 
, 
it has been shown that it is not necessary to take the effect of the diaphragms 
into account in the analysis, if there is a concrete deck. However, in bridge 
D-773, the transverse distribution of loading is obtained only through the 
diaphragms and the ballast. Therefore, in the a.nalysis of any load distribu ... 
tion for the bridge, it is necessary to determine the effect of the diaphragms 
as presently required by the specifications (22). To determine this effect, 
Wei's modification (23) of the moment distribution procedure was used" 
The nm used for this analysis was made by a steam locomotive at 
6 .. 0 mph over one of the two tracks carried by the bridge. The results of the 
field. test and the f'loorbeam stresses computed by the distribution procedure 
are shown in Fig. 1.6. Although the same general. shape of' the "stress curve It 
is obtained in each case, the quantitative results are considerably different. 
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Some doubt must be raised. concerning the field test results. As 
indicated previously for New York Central Bridge No. 12 1/2, the total moment 
at a:ny transverse section of the bridge must equal the simple beam moment. 
The moment at mid .... span of the beams for the location of the train a.n.a.lyzed 
should be 20676 in kips. Because of the very small moment of inertia of the 
steel plate, practi cally all of this mo:ment must be carried by the longitudinal 
beams. Although the bridge is on a large skew, 54°, the values measured in the 
:f'iel.d tests should still yield the same total moment across the section .. 
However, from the results of the fiel.d test the total moment is as follows: 
t M = (835.5)(14.35) = 11990 in. kips 
Whereas, the total moment at the section in the beams computed for the simulated 
structure is 20403 in kips or 98. 7 percent of the total moment at the section It 
The fiel.d test results indicate that the rails and the steel. pl.ate 
must be carryiDg 42 percent of the moment. However, because of the flex! bili ty 
of these t'WO portions of the floor system, 'When compared to the longitudinal 
beams, it seems unlikely that the rail.s and plate could carry more than 5 per-
cent of the total moment. These facts indicate the possibility of error in 
the results of the field tests on this bridge. For this reason, it does not 
appear that the test data would warrant any alteration in the analytical 
procedure because of the poor correlation for bridge D .... m . 
4.9 General Summary 
In order to provide a canpl.ete picture of the comparison of the 
results of the field tests with the floorbeam stresses eomputed. by the pro-
cedures outlined in this report and the stresses obtained using the AREA design 
specifications (22), a summary of the comparison from the previous discussions 
is given in Table 1. 
Table 1 also shows the variety of bridges used to verify the 
assumptions and methods of analysis.. Bridges with transverse floorbeams and 
'Wi th or 'Without baJ.last or concrete slab -were studied. Also J bridges with 
l.ongi tudinaJ. beams 'With ba.ll.a.st and with or without concrete deck -were analyzed. 
This variety is deemed sufficient to cover the multiplicity of variations in 
both types of bridge, and to check the assumptions and the metbods of analysis. 
The results sho'WD. in the table clearly indicate that the methods of 
analysis outlined in this report give floorbeam stresses considerably closer 
to the actual stress than do the present specifications. The difference is 
more pronounced in the bridges with concrete slabs because the present design 
procedures for distribution of live load do not take into account the presence 
or effect of the slab .. 
The analyses of three of the bridges yielded results which did not 
give good correlations.. In each case, ho-wever, an attempt was made in the 
section describing the bridge to give an explanation for this poor correlation. 
Neverthel.ess, it should be pointed out that the results of the analyses, in 
spite of these differences, is still closer to the field test data than the 
values computed by present AREA. bridge specifications. 
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v . RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 
5.1 General Discussion 
To obtain suitab1e design procedures for the different types of 
floor systems of steel rail'WaY bridges, it is necessary to study the effect of 
each of the variables affecting the behavior of the floor systems. Lim1 ts of' 
values were se1ected for each of these variables based on a study of existing 
bridges. Numerous bridge fl.oor systems -were obtained by combining the various 
values of the variables affecting the f'loor system behavior. A number of 
solutions were then obtained using the numerical procedures developed previously. 
1be results of the numerical. analyses Will be discussed on the basis 
of the f'i ve principal. parameters whi ell determine the behavior of a steel rail ... 
way bridge: aspect ratio (~), bridge stiffness factor (H), diaphragm stiffness 
a 
ratio (r), depth of baJ.last (d), and location of the axle loads. Each of these 
factors affects the behavior of the two types of' bridges, bridges with trans .... 
verse floorbeams or bridges with longitudinal beams, in a different manner. 
Therefore, the effect of' the five factors with respect to each individual. type 
of bridge wi1l be considered separately. 
The present bridge specifications of the American Railway Engineering 
Association (22) recommend the Cooper E ... 72 load. for the live load. The 
specifications also state that for two tracks, fu1.l live load. shall be placed 
on both tracks, without reduction for the multiple track. Therefore, through .... 
out this report, 'Wherever beam moments are given, the moments are computed for 
one 72,000 lb. axle per track. The weight of this axle is equivalent to the 
weight of the heaviest driver in a Cooper E-72 1oa.d. To obtain beam moments 
for mu.ltiple axle 1oadings, the beam moments due to each axle should be added 
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algebraically.. If the moments for another axle 'Weight are desired, the moments 
IIlBY be obtained by multiplying by the ratio of the a.x.l.e load. to 12,000 Ib .. 
In the analysis and. in the determination of the distribution of the 
load on the slab; it is necessary to select actual dimensions for the com-
ponent parts.. After examining a number of bridge designs, an average concrete 
slab thickness of six inches 'With a compressive strength for the concrete of 
3000 psi was selected. Where beam moments are presented, this 6 in. slab has 
been used in the analysis, unless otherwise specified. 
All beam moments are computed at midspan, unless otherwise specified. 
The results, except as noted, have been computed by the moment distribution 
procedure, as outlined in section 3.3.. Since composite action by posi ti ve 
connection bet-ween parts is not required, the more conservative approach of 
the moment distribution procedure is desirable. This procedure, which assumes 
no interaction between the floor and the beams, was used in the major portion 
of the investigation. 
Although many numerical results have been obtained, only those results 
significant in the indication of the behavior of the floor system of steel 
rail~ bridges and in the development of the design procedures are presented. 
5 .. 2 Bridges With Transverse Floorbeams and Slab 
The behavior of a bridge with a reinforced concrete floor is affected 
most by the aspect ratiO, bfa, and the bridge stiffness factor, H. A low 
value of H corresponds to a relatively stiff slab in comparison to the 
floorbeams.. As H becomes larger, the beams become stiffer in relation to the 
slab and the slab· loses some of its effectiveness in distributing the load .. 
As noted previously, the total midspan moment in the beams is related 
to the total midspan static moment just as the total stiffness of the beams 
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is related to the total stiffness of the structure. This relationship, 
referred to as the stiffness approximation, can be expressed as foll.ows: 
total beam moment.... ~~ _ 1 
total static moment :: (m-l)bN~~ :z 1 + (1 _ !)(...2.) 
m aH 
(18) 
1 Since, for bridges with transverse floorbeams, the quantity .... is very smali., 
m 
it can be negl.ected. Therelationship may then be further simplified to: 
1 
b l. +-
aH 
Siess and l'ie-wmark (1,) have pointed out a similar relation with respect to the 
total l.ongitudinal moment in the slab. 
The validity of the stiffness approximation for determining the 
percentage of static moment in the beams is shown in Tabl.e 2. The maxi mum. 
difference of about ten percent is found for very flexi bl.e beams. For bridge 
stiffness factors above about 0-5 the correlation is very good.. It should 
be noted also that the percentage of total static moment in the transverse 
floorbeams (total. beam moment) increases as the bridge stiffness faetor 
increases. 
Before dealing with the effect of H and b / a on the beam moments, it 
should be pointed out that the computations of beam moments 'Were carried out 
neglecting the effect of any diaphragms. In this type of bridge, there are 
general.ly one or two rows of flexi bl.e diaphragms per track with connections 
that are usuaJ..ly made with small clip angles. Based on this condi tlon and 
the fact that in field tests (3) of a bridge of this type, a reduction in 
stress of only seven percent w.s reali zed with the addi tion of diaphragms, it 
seams reasonabl.e in the analysis to neglect the effect of the diaphragms. 
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The stiffness of the slab relative to the beams (indicated by H) 
not only affects the percentage of total static moment in the beams, but 
affects also the distribution of the load to the floorbeams. As the stiffness 
of the beams increases in proportion to the slab (a higher bridge stiffness 
ratio) , the slab is not as effective in distributing the load.. Figures 17 a 
through 17 g show thi s effect for various values of H and various values of the 
aspect ratiO, bfa, for single and double track bridges. 
Because the aspect ratio and the bridge stiffness factor affect both 
the distribution of moment to the beams and the percentage of total moment in 
the beams, it is impossible to separate their effect. However, it can be 
pointed out that for a constant aspect ratio, an increase in bridge stiffness 
factor not only increases the percentage of total beam moment in the loaded 
beam but increases total beam moment itself. For example, if b/a = 0.2, an 
increase in H from 0.5 to 5.0, increases the total beam moment from 2042 to 2705 
in kips, and the percentage of total beam moment in the loaded center beam 
from 24.4 to 45.9 percent. These increases mean that the beam moment in the 
loaded fl.oorbeam increases from 499 to 1242 in kips. 
Correspondingly, if only the beam spacing is varied, that is, changing 
the aspect ratio, the total moment in the beams changes from 2470 to 2251 in .... 
kips for' a change of b/a from 0.1 to 0., for H :I 1. The percentage of beam 
moment in the loaded center beam changes from 18.6 to 37.6 percent for the same 
change in aspect ratio.. Combining these changes, the moment in the loaded beam 
will change from ~ to 846 in kips. 
P-..n. increase in both the bridge stiffness factor and the aspect ratio 
will increase not only the percentage of total beam moment in the loaded beam 
but al.so increase the total beam moment. If b/ a is increased. from 0.10 to 0.30 
'While H is changed from 0.5 to 5.0, the total beam moment will change from 
2291 to 2669 in. kips. Correspondingly, the percentage of the total beam 
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moment will increase from l7" 4 percent to 58.:; percent" These increases mean 
that the loaded beam moment increases from 399 to 1556 in" kips or 290 percent .. 
The previous examples were for bridges wi th no bal.last.. However, 
the effect of ba..l.1.ast is very pronounced in bridges 'With transverse fl.oorbeams .. 
The pronounced effect is due to the ba.llast and the rail acting as a beam on 
a flexible base 'With the major distribution in the direction of the rail, or 
longitudinally.. The rail and ballast spread the load in approximately a sine 
wave pattern with the point of zero load about ten feet f'rom the load. 
The distribution effect of the ba..l.1.ast in the transverse direction, 
however, is not as great. Because of the uncertain ballast condition under 
the ties, the load was assumed concentrated on a small. area directly under 
each rail.. Therefore the distribution of load transversely is linq. ted to the 
distribution through the ba.llast and the effect of the ties is neglected. 
When the slab is very stiff in relation to the beams, a low H, the 
main load distribution is obtained through the slab. However, as the stiffness 
of the beams increases the slab loses some of its distributing ability and the 
bal.l.ast becomes more important as a distributing agent. 
Figures lBa. and 1& show the effect of ballast in reducing the 
moment in the loaded beam" It can be seen that for the same bridge stiffness 
factor the beneficial effect of the ballast is greater for smaller bla ratiOS. 
For single and double track transverse floorbeam bridges, the beam span, a, 
has been assumed as constant at 18 and 34 feet, respectively. Therefore, the 
beam spacing, b, varies directly as the aspect ratio. Since the distribution 
of load to the plate is spread over a. distance of about 20 feet, the baJ.last 
will spread the load over more beams for a. smaller beam spacing. As pointed 
out previOUSly, and as sholm in Figs. 18 and lBb, the ballast is not too 
effective until the bridge stiffness factor exceeds one. 
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The total. moment in all of the beams 'Will be the same whether the 
track is 'haJ lasted or note '!hen, since the max:1mum beam moment is reduced, 
the distribution curve must be "flatter. tI A comparison of Figs. 198. and 19b, 
which show the distribution for bridges with two feet of baJ.la.st, with Figs. 17b 
through 17g will show the flattening of the distribution curves due to the 
ballast. 
The effect of changing the slab-thickness for various beam moments of 
inertia and aspects ratios is shown in Fig. 20. It should be pointed out that 
if a change is made in only the slab thickness 'While other parts of' the bridge 
remain unchanged, this change will alter the bridge stiffness factor, H, in 
proportion to the cube of the thicknesses. Also, it can be seen in Fig. 20b 
with bla = 0.2 and d = 0, that the same beam moment will be present with 
~ =. 1944 in. 4 and h = 10.2 in. as with ~ ::; 117 in. 4 an~ h = 4 in. It should 
be pointed out, however, that although the beam moment is the same, the stress 
would be considerably lower in the larger f'loorbeam. Besul ts are plotted for 
slab thicknesses from 4 to 12 in. and b/a ratiOS of 0.1, 0.2 and 0 .. 3.. With 
these plots, an indication of the relationship between the depth of ba.llast 
and slab thickness (Ii == 10) can be obtained. For example, from Fig. 20a, it 
can be seen that if the fioorbeams have a moment of inertia of 1944 in. 4, the 
slab thickness may be reduced from 10 to 7 in. for the same beam stress if 
the track is ballasted with two feet of rock. In other 'WOrds, for the conditions 
specified, the addition of 24 in. of ballast has the same effect on the moment 
in the loaded floorbeam as 3 in. of slab. 
In the previOUS discussion, data have been based on the "Wheel.s located. 
at the midspan of the bridge. As stated earlier, enough beams were used in 
the analysis so that the effect .of the end of the bridge 'WaS kept to a minimum 
for a load near the center. However, for a load at a position other than near 
the center beam there is not only a difference in the load distribution curve, 
but also a change in the maxjuDlm beam moment. Figure 21 show typical curves 
of moment in the floorbeams for various 10ad posi tiona .. 
The effect of the location of a 72,000 lb. axle on the maximnm 
1ndi vidual. beam moment for a bridge vi th a non-hal J asted track is show. in 
Fig. 22. Since there is no ba.l.la.st the entire wheel load is on the bridge at 
each wheel position.. The decrease in moment as the load moves away :from the 
edge, especially at the smal.l.er aspect ratiO, mB¥ be explained by noting the 
change in shape of the floor surface. As the load moves onto the bridge, the 
surface near the edge is convex, but as the load moves toward the center the 
fl.oor changes to a concave surface.. As this change in surface shape occurs, 
it is probable that the maximmn beam moment 'Will decrease. 
This phenomena does not occur as a load moves across a ballasted 
track. When the loa.d is over, for example, beam. 2, approximately forty percent 
of the axle load is distributed. off of the bridge by the ba.l.la.st and rail. 
Figure 23 shows the reduction of maximum beam moment near the bridge edge due 
to the use of hal J sst. For a typical bridge, say b/a = 0 .. 1 and H = 1 .. 0. A 
reduction of moment in beam 2 f'rom 300 to 105 in. kips can be obtained by 
placing the track on about tw feet of ba.l.la.st~ 
All of the comparisons and results presented· thus far has been based 
on an assumption of non-composite action.. However , it is desirable also to 
obtain an iDdication of the reduction of extreme beam fiber stress with the 
introduction of composite action between the slab and/or floor plate and the 
fl.oorbeams • 
In general, the reduction in maximum beam stress is about 5 to 15 
percent due to the use of composite construction. This reduction in ma.ximum 
stress can be seen in Table 3 for typical ~ansverse fJ.oorbeams. It is 
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necessary, however, to select actual floorbeams as the orthotropic plate 
theory g1 ves the moment in the composi te section and the beam must be known to 
determine the beam stress. 
Not only does composite action reduce the maxinrum beam moment, but 
it also reduces the moment in each of the beams. Distribution curves for a 
typical transverse floorbeam bridge with and without composite action is sho'WIl 
in Fig. 24. It can be seen in thi s figure and from Table 3 that to use the 
moment distri but10n procedure (non .... composi te action) for analysi s of steel rail .... 
way bridges 'WOuld give conservative results in bridges where positive composite 
construction is used. 
5 · 3 Bridges With TraIlSYerse Floorbeams Without Slab 
Transverse floorbeam bridges v.i thout a reinforced concrete deck. are 
gener~ constructed with only a steel or wrought iron plate covering the 
floorbeams. Also, this type of bridge is rarel,y constructed without a ballasted 
track .. 
With the thin plate st...-ucture, the primary longitudinal distrlb1.ltion 
of 11 ve load to the floorbeams is by the ballast and the rail. Figures 9 and 
10, a correlation of tests results with the various analyses, show the negligible 
effect of the diaphragms and also the small effect of the plate in the dis-
tri bution of 11 ve load" 
Because of the negligible effect of the plate and the diaphragms, 
the distribution study for this bridge type is based completely on the beam ... 
on-elastic-foundation analysis. 
The main purpose of this study is to determine a design procedure for 
the floor system" It was found that a sui table design procedure could. be 
obtained by approXimations and simplifications of the beam-on-elastic-f'oundation 
a.nalysis. The simplification procedure for thi s analysis is presented in 
. the next chapter. 
Although no numerical studies were conducted, an indication of the 
behavior of the fl.oor system can be obtained by exam1 Djng the distribution of 
load under the ties. In the discussion in section 4.4, it was shown that the 
distribution of load under the ties is nearly the same as the distribution of 
load to the floor and to the beams. 
A typical distribution of load under tl:.le ties for an AREA 132 1.b. 
rail and two feet of ballast using the beam-on-elastic-foundation analysis 
is found to be as follows: 1.000 
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5 · 4 Bridges With Longi tudina.l Beams With S1.ab 
The validity of the stiffness approximation, discussed in section 5.2, 
- , 
for the determination of the percentage of total static moment in the longitudinal 
beams is shown in Table 4. Here it may be seen that a better correlation between 
the computed total beam moment and the totaJ. beam moment obtained by the stiff ... 
ness approximation was realized for the longi tudinaJ. beam bridges with a slab 
than for the corresponding transverse floorbeam bridges 'With slab. This im-
proved correlation is proba.bly due to the use of additional terms of the triga .... 
nometric series of' load in the computation of the longitudinal beam moments. 
It was shown in the discussion of load distribution in transverse 
fl.oorbeam bridges with slabs that the aspect ratio (b/e.) and the bridge stiffness 
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factor (H) -were important factors in the determination of the 1i ve load dis-
tribution to the beams. In bridges with longitudinal beams the transverse 
position of the track with respect to the beams is also very important. In 
most long! tudinal beam bridges the track or tracks are centered on the bridge .. 
For a single track bridge, therefore the rail 'WOUld be located 2.5 feet either 
side of the centerline of the bridge.. For a. double track bridge the track 
'WaS assumed to be located at 8 ft each side of bridge centerline. Then, as 
the beam spacing is changed, the rail moves into a different position with 
respect to the beams. This variation in relative position should be kept in 
mind when comparing the behavior of bridges with different beam spacings. 
Typical distribution curves of the total midspan beam moment for 
singl.e track bridges are shown in Figs.25a and 25b for b/a = 0.05 and b/a == 
0.10 respectively. The effect of the slab on the transverse distribution of 
the moments can be seen to diminish' as the relative stiffness of the beams 
increases.. Not only does more of the total. beam moment come to the beams under 
the track, but the total beam moment i tsel.f' increases. It should also be noted 
that the maximum. percentage of beam moment is genera.lly in the beam under the 
centerline of the track. However, if the beams are very stiff (high H) and 
the beam spacing is such that the rails are near the beams adjacent to the 
centerline beam, the 11l8.h'i.;rrnm mv""'ment rJJS.Y OC~~ at the e.djace..'1t beam (see 
Fig. 25a). 
The effect of the bridge stiffness factor and the aspect ratio for 
various bridge widths, [(m-l)b], 1s shown in Figs. 26a - 26g. The maximmn 
percentage of total beam moment in any beam, generally the center beam, is 
shown as a function of the cube root of the bridge stiffness factor, H. The 
cube root of H has been used because it gives a relationship which approa.ches 
more closely a straight line in the range studied and a straight line 
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relationship would be most convenient in the developnent of a design 
approximation.. Secondly, the cube root rel.ationship gives a better indication 
of the change in maximum beam moments at loy values of the ~idge stiffness 
factor (H of 0.2 to 1.0). 
The advantage of USing ball.ast to reduce the maximum beam moment 
is not as great for long1 tudinaJ. beam bridges as for transverse floorbeam 
bridges. In the longitudinal beam bridges the major distributing effect of 
the ballast is along the beams, rather than transversely. The rail and ballast, 
therefore, are not very effective in distributing the load (or moment) trans-
versel.y to the beam .. 
The assumptions that the ties are ineff'ecti ve in transverse load 
distribution and that the wheel load is transmi tted to the baJ 1 e.st directly 
under the rail was used in the computations for ballasted track. These assump-
tions were made because the ballast under the ties is subject to change under 
service oondi tiona. Since tmy lateral distribution of load by the ties -would 
decrease the beam moment in the beams under the track, it was felt that the 
limi ting oondi tion of no transverse load distribution would be desirable. 
The reduction in maximum beam moment due to the use of bal.last J'IJB:3 
be seen in Table 5 and by comparing the resul.ts 'shown in Figs. 26a through 26c .. 
For exampl.e, for b/ a = 0.10 and H = 5, t'WO feet of bal.last will reduce the 
maximum percentage of total beam moment in beams by about four percent for a 
30 feet span and two percent for a 50 feet span. Thus, the ba.llast has a 
relatively smal.l effect on the beam moments .. 
1he long! tudinal position of load is important in the determination 
of the static moment at the critical section, midspan, and also in the lateral 
distribution of load. Figure 27 shows distribution curves for typical bridges .. 
In every case, the load. placed at midspan produces there a. grea.ter percentage 
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of the total beam moment in the center beam than at any other position al.ong 
the track. 'lherefore, a conservative approach -would be to assume the midspan 
lateral. distribution for a load at midspan to be the distribution for any 
longitudinal load position. 
5. 5 Bridges With Long! tudinal Beams Wi tbout Slab 
The purpose of this portion of the investigation was to obtain an 
indication of the behavior of longi tudinaJ. beam bridges with relati ve1.y heavy 
diaphragms but without a concrete deck slab. The study of aJ.l possible combina-
tions of variab1.es for this type of bridge would be an exhaustive st~ in 
i tseJ..f • Therefore, it was decided to limit the study to those combinationS of 
variables which would most likely be used in present designs or designs of the 
near future. 
In his extensive study of longi tud.1na1. beam bridges with diapbragms 
Wei (23,24) found that dia.phragms other than at the midspan were relatively 
ineffective in distributing the load. Wei points out in his conclusions (24) 
that: 
"The effect of dfaphragms on the moment of beams in a bridge 
wi th three diaphragms, one at midspan and one ea.ch at the quarter 
points, can be approximated by the assumption that the structure 
has only one diaphragm. at midspan with those at the quarter-points 
omitted. In other words, as far as the maximum moment is concerned, 
the e.d.di tion of diaphragms at each quarter point of a bridge which 
aJ.ready has a. midspan diaphragm will not alter appreciably the 
behavior of the bridge." 
Wei's analysis, however, was for five-beam bridges with concrete deck 
slabs and bridge stiffness factors ranging up to 20. However, even though a 
direct correlation may not be possible between the bridges considered by Wei 
and those analyzed in this study, it is believed that the study of a bridge 
with only a midspan dia.phragm would give maximum beam moments which"'WOuld be 
conserva.tive since more diaphragms would give additional distribution of load. 
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The results of the analysis of the longitudinal beam bridges wi tbout 
a slab are presented in Table 6. The values of the diaphragm. stiffness ratio 
are computed from the actual moments of inertia.. However, in the distribution 
computations the diaphragms were assumed to have only 25 percent of their 
moment of inertia. effective due to their flexible connections at the longitudinal 
beams. 
The results presented in the table indicate that, for any variation 
in the diaphragm stiffness ratio which wou.ld. be alJ.owed under the present 
specifications (22), there is l.i ttle change in the maximum individual beam 
moment. The basis for these limits on the diaphragm stiffness ratio were pre ... 
sented earlier in section 2.3. 
Although the results are presented on the basis of percentage of 
total beam moment, these percentages are the same as those for percentage of 
total static moment. This statement is based on the fact that the flexible 
flOor plate carries a negligibl.e amount of the lOngitudinal. moment. 
The same assumptions for the transverse and long1 tudinal distribution 
of load to the plate by tb.e ties, rails and ba.llast that a.pplied for longi-
tudinal beam bridges with sla.b were assumed to apply for longitudinal beam 
bridges without sl.ab (see section 5.4). 
5 • 6 Accuracy of Results 
A discussion of the accuracy of the results in predicting the beam 
moments in actual bridges 'WaS presented in the previous chapter. Although, 
in most cases, excellent correlation was obtained, only a few terms of the 
trigonometric sine wave representing the load were used in computing the results 
presented in this chapter. 
Data to check the accuracy of the results presented in this chapter 
are very limited. However, Siess and Newmark (13) have presented results for 
five-beam slab bridges With no diaphragms which can be compared with unbal ... 
lasted track to indicate the accuracy of the computations in this study. 
Siess and Nevnnark used as many as 16 terms of the trigonometric load 
series and estimated that their values were accurate to the number of signifi-
cant figures reported. It should first be noted that the results presented 
in this report for unba.llasted track are based on a load distributed over a 
one-foot square area, whereas the results of Siess and Newmark are tor con-
centrated loads.. The effect of this difference, however, should be negligible. 
For a 50 .... ft. span longitudinal beam bridge with a beam spacing of 
5 tt, the wheels will be located mid'W8\Y between the center three beams.. For 
H = 5.Q and b/a = 0.1, Siess and Ne'WInark (1';) obtained a center beam moment 
of 3326 in. kips, whereas the corresponding moment in this report is found to 
be 3426 in. kips.. For H = 0.5 and b/s. = 0.1, the corresponding center beam 
moments -were 2204 and 2J.46 in.. kips, respectively. In both cases I the 
difference 1s less than 3 percent. 
For the same bridges, Siess and Newmark reported respectively, 32.2 
and 24.4 percent of the total beam moment in the center beams, whereas, 32 .. 4 
and 23.4 percent were g1 ven in this report for the analysis used. 
Although, these are only isola.ted checks, they show that the results 
of the ana.lyses are accurate to wi thin plus or minus five percent. 
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VI. TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GENERAL DESIGN PROCEDURES 
6.1 General Comments 
In the previous discussions it was pointed out that the final result 
of this study is intended to be the development of design procedures for steel 
ra.il.1m.Y bridges. It is necessary, therefore, that simplifications of the 
analytical procedures be developed so that the analyses will be usable in 
design offices. In the development of recommendations for the four basic 
bridge types, because of the uncertainty of loading and the approximations 
necessary to analyze the structures, every effort was made to use a conservative 
approach to the problem. 
In the development of the suggested design procedures J the equations 
'Were arranged so that any type of loading could be analyzed. Although the 
present AREA Specifications (22) recommend a Cooper E ... 72 live loading, it is 
reali zed that the design rules will be used 'With other loadings and also to 
rate the load carrying capac1 ty of the structures. 
In a previous chapter it was shown that the anaJ.yticeJ. procedures 
gave an excellent correlation with the results of the AAR bridge tests. 
Therefore, the results of the analytical study presented in the previous cha.:pte; 
ldli be used as a. basis for the recommended design procedures. Several examples 
comparing the maximum static live load stress obtained in the AAR bridge tests 
wi th the design 1.1 ve loads computed by the recommended design procedures and 
the present AREA live load specifications will. be presented. 
The results presented in the previous chapter were all presented in 
the form of beam moments. However, it is desirable to use the distribution of 
load instead of moments in the simplified design procedures e The relative 
distribution of load perpendicular to the floorbeams at midspan is the same 
as the relative distribution of beam moment at midspan. However, it shoul.d 
be noted that this is only true at midfpan. Since the point of maximum stress 
in a floorbeam is at midspan the design load. procedures will be based on the 
midspan moment distribution. 
6.2 Bridges With Transverse Floorbeams and Slab 
The results presented in Figs.. 17 through 19 were used as a basis 
for the proposed design rule. Straight line apprOximations "Were made of the 
variation in the load (or moment) distribution to the floorbeams at various 
values of the aspect ratio and the bridge stiffness factor. From these approxi-
mations and a similar approximation for the effect of ballast on the maximum 
beam moment, the following deSign procedure was developed. 
To use this procedure it is necessary to start with an approximate 
floor system design, probably based on previous bridge designs. Wi th this 
apprOximation, the maximum floorbeam stress and a.ppropriate section, beam 
spacing or slab thickness, whichever is the variable, is determined. If the 
value obtained is sufficiently close to the estimated value, no further 
analysis is acquired. If it is not, another trial or two should be sufficient. 
The beam load to be placed on the simply supported beam span at the 
rail posi tiona for each axle load is computed from equation (20). Since 
loadings other than Cooper loa.<tings mB¥ be used,_ it is necessary to make 
separate load computa.tions for each axle wi thin a distance, b
o
" of the hea.viest 
axle, and then to sum the design 11 ve loads for each axle to determine the 
design 11 ve load for the entire loading. 
Design Live Load = ( A b )[0.1 + (~) 1H H1 -k! H BHJt 1 
l+aH . 0 l+~ 
1000 
(20) 
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where A = axJ.e load, kips 
b = k(8 + 20 ~ - o.4H) 0 a 
a ::: beam span, ft .. 
b ::: beam spacing, ft. 
d ::: ba.l.last depth, ft. 
S ::: distance from design beam to 'Wheel, ft. 
S should not exceed b • 
0 
k a ::: 18 
Equation (20) has the form ABeD. "All is the term. which determines the per ... 
centage of load. carried by the beams. "B fI yields the percentage of total 
beam load in the beam nearest the load.. flC It gives the portion of ''B" in a 
distant beam or, correspondingly, the portion of a distant load in the design 
beam.. And ''])u show the effect of ba.llast. For example, on an unba.llasted 
track, term "D" becomes one. 
Table 7 is a comparison of the design live loads determined by either 
the proposed design procedure or the present AREA specifications, with the 
resuJ.ts of the theoretical analyses presented in Chapter V.. It can be seen 
that in nearly every case the proposed procedure gives design loads closer to 
the theoretical results than the present specifications. For the single track 
bridges shown the suggested design procedure averaged only seven percent larger 
than the theoretical ana1.ysis, whereas the live load by the present specifica-
tions laveraged ;6 percent larger.. For dGuble track bridges, the average dif-
feren'!es are 11 and 64 percent, respectively. Also, it should be noted that 
the results of the proposed design procedm."e are more consistent .. 
As a furtber example of the correlation with actual bridge stresses, 
deSign 11 ve loads were computed for two AAR test bridges (:;) and then compared 
vi th the a.verage maximum floorbeam stress computed for the test run .. 
(a.) B. & O. Bridge 58.5 - Run 3 
(Bridge on skew of ;1 .. 5 degrees) 
Proposed D.esign Procedure 
AREA Specifications 
Field Test 
Li ve Load Design 
Axle Load, kips Floorbeam Stress, ksi 
4·29 
5.06 
2 .. 95 
(b.) New York Central Bridge C-38 - Track 1 - Run 14 
Proposed Design Procedure 
AREA Specifications 
Field Test 
Li ve Load Design 
'Wheel. Load, kips 
10.0 
6.3 Bridges Wi tb Transverse Floorbeams Without .. Slab 
Floorbeam Stress, ksi 
The basis for the design recommendations for this bridge type vas a 
series of approximation of the beam-on-ela.stic-foundation equation. The 
equation, for load per unit length under the rail at any distance from the 
load is gi yen by 
,.-
p = ~ 'kE;r [ e -"f.:&. (cos "f.:&. + sin "f.:&.) ] 
where 
To obtain the load on a beam this value of load (p) is multiplied by the beam 
spacing, which assumes all of the load 'Within an area midw.y to the adjacent 
beams acts on the beam. in question" 
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By makiDg an approximation. to eliminate the fourth root and the 
trigonometric £'unctions, the follovdng equation for the design live load 
due to each axle llla\Y be used.. 0n1.y the load due to each axle wi thin a 
distance x , should be used in the computations and then the sum. of these 
o 
deSign loads used in computing the floorbeam stress ~ 
Ab [ . dJ Design 11 ve load = ;( l4+d) 9 + (57 - lOS) Ir 
where 
I 
Xo = 6.5 + : ' ft. 
4 Ir = moment of inertia of rail, in. 
d = ba.llast depth, ft. (for d > ; use d = ;) 
(21) 
In Table 8 is presented the comparison of the design live loads by 
the various analytical procedures. Based on this comparison and the results 
of the correlations for the Southern Railway Bridge No. 139.;, it is felt 
that the design rules of the :present AREA bridge specifications, although a 
little more conservative than the other analyses, are suitable for deSign 
purposes. 
6 .. 4 Bridges With Longitudinal. Beams With Slab 
The prO]?Osed deSign procedure for th1 s type of longitudinal bridge 
is based on straight line apprOXimations of the percentage of total beam 
moment in the center beam.. The results plotted in Figs.. 26a through 26g were 
used for this development. 
The beam moments at midspan due to loads at positions other than 
midspan 'Were computed by pl.acing the design 11 ve loads at their actual longi ... 
tudinal position on the beam. Then, s.ince the transverse load distribution 
pattern at all longitudinal positions of: load. on the tracks are assumed to 
be the same, the design 1i ve load computed by the foll.owing relationship 
should be used at each load position on the beam. 
Design live load = { A } {I M [ 2.5b ]} . (1 + ~) 1·5m -2.5 + roo 0.4m + -a- (mb-d) 
ali 
(22) 
where m = number of beams 
M = Jil /3 -0. 5 
a = beam span, f't • 
b = beam spacing, it. 
d = ballast depth, ft. 
Table 9 shows the comparison of design live loads by the theoretical 
analyses, the suggested design procedure, and the present AREA specification. 
In nearly every case, the recommended design procedure yields closer correla-
tion with the theoretical. analysis. Also" the suggested design procedures gave 
Ii ve loads which averaged only 2 percent higher than the design live loads 
computed, using the numerical analySis, whereas the design live loads by the 
present AREA specifications deviated erratic~ and averaged 15 percent 
higher. A further example of: the accuracy of the sUggested design procedure 
in the computa.tion of the live load stress will be shown by the use of: the 
AAR bridge test (3). For the New York Central Bridge No. 11.5 - Run 6, the 
average maximum live load stress in the floorbeams computed from the field 
tests was 3.48 ksi.. The proposed design procedure yields a design stress of 
3.71 kSi, a difference of 6.6 percent, Whereas the present design specifications 
gave 5.02 kai, a difference of 44.3 percent. 
Equation (22) was based on the following equation (eqn. 23) "Which 
will give the percentage of the 1i ve load in any longitudinal beam. It should 
70 
be pointed out, however, that the accuracy of equation (24) diminishes as 
you move aW8:1' from the center beam. 
k ~e:e~:r ~f~;;e;;~ve Beam = 1.;~2.5 + {Ool!m + 2~5b (2- -ft)(mb-d) ] 
where I. = number of beam from centerline of bridge 
k = 1 if m < 10 and 1.2 if m > 10 
Effecti ve beam 11 ve load = { A b t 
1 + 8H 
6.5 Bridge With Loggi tudinal Beams Without Slab 
'!be method used in the development of the design procedure for 
brid8es with longitudinal. beams with slab vas also used for this type of 
bridge. The following cond1 tiona were employed: 
Where a ballasted track is carried on longitudinal beams 
or girders with only a steel or wrought iron plate and the beams are 
properiy diapbragmed (sec. 72 of AREA specifications), the live load 
shall be considered as uniformly distributed over those beams wi thin 
(24) 
a width of 8b (where b is the beam spacing), but not more than 16 feet 
for single track nor the distance between track centers for multiple 
track unl.ess the beam spacing exceeds :; feet. If the beam spacing 
exceeds :; feet, the beams sb.all be designed to carry the following 
percentage of the axle load: 
Percentage of 
Axle Load on Beam 
where 
= 1~ [1 + ~ (b-~)(l-r) J 
EdId 
r = ~~ 
m = number of beams (DOt to exceed 
number of tracks times ten) 
71 
Table 10 indicates the ratios of the design live load by the 
suggested design procedure and the AREA Specifications to the theoretical 
anal:ysis. Although the a.verage varia.tion from the design live load computed 
using the theoretical analyses is about the same for the suggested design 
procedure and the AREA specifications, it can be seen that the recommended 
design procedures yield design 11 ve loads 'Which are consistently closer to 
those canputed by the theoretical a.nal.ysis than the current AREA design 
requirements. 
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TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF FIELD TEST RESULTS AND CALCULATED RESULTS 
Bridge Type of Concrete Ballast Type of AREA Live Load Method of Average Ratio(2) 
(Section Floor Slab Locomotive Desi6n Stress Analysis Calculated Stress 
No. ) System Avg.. Max. Stress Stress from Field 
for Run(l) Test 
4.2a Transverse yes no Diesel 1 .. 49 Moment Distribution 0 .. 70 
Floorbeams Orthotropic Plate 0·'70 
4 .. 28 Treneverse no no Steam 1.1; MOment Distribution 1.12 
Floorbee.ms 
4.; Transverse yes yes Steam 2.46 Moment Distribution 2.42 
Floorbeams Orthotr,aopic Plate 1.19. 
4.4 Transverse no yes Steam 1.34 Moment Diatri button l .. ll 
F100rbeama Diesel 1.19 1 .. 14 
4 .. 5 Transverse yes yes Steam 1 .. 99 Moment Distribution 0·97 
F100rbeams 
4.6 Transverse no yes Steam 1·39 Moment Distribution 1·37 
Floorbeams 
4.1 Longitudinal yes yes Steam. 1.46 Moment Distribution 0.81* 
Beams Diesel 1.90 1.05* 
Steam 1.46 Orthotropic Plate 0.96* 
Diesel 1.90 1 .. 18* 
4 .. 8 Longi tudinal no .yes Steam 2.13 Moment Distribution 1.94* 
Beams 
Average of maximum stress in each beam during entire run of locomotive .. 
Average ratio of stress in each beam at instantaneous position of locomotive .. 
For beams under loaded track. 
~ 
\.J1 
Aspect Ratio 
b/a 
0.1 
0.2 
TABLE 2 
COMPARISON OF TOTAL K:>MENT IN FLOORBEAlt3 BY CQMPt1J!ATIONS 
AND BY STIFFNESS APPROXIMATION 
(Load at Center F100rbeam) 
SINGLE TRACK BlUOOE 
Bridge Stiffness Total Midspan 
Moment in 
F100rbeams Factor, B 
(in. kips) 
0412 1682 
0·5 2291 
1.0 2410 
5.0 2781 
20410 2803 
0.2 1436 
0·5 2042 
1.0 2352 
5·0 2145 
20 .. 0 2786 
0.2 12;2 
0.5 1826 
1.0 2251 
5·0 2669 
20.0 2775 
Percentage of Total Static 
Moment in the Floorbeams 
Numerical Stiffness 
Analysis Approximation 
100 x (1) 100 
Static * 1 b +-Moment 6.H 
60 61 
82 8; 
88 91 
99 98 
100 99 
51 50 
73 71 
84 8; 
98 96 
99 99 
44 40 
65 62 
80 77 
95 94 
99 98 
* Total Static Moment = 2804 in. kips 
TABLE 3 
~T OF cOMPOSITE ACTION ON BEAM STRESS IN 
BRIDGES WITH TRARSVERSE FLOORBEAMB 
77 
Aspect Ratio Bridge Stiffness Floorbeam Max. Floorbeam Stress&z ~8i 
Factor Composite Non...composi te 
b/a H Action Action 
(approx.) 
0.1 0·5 8w.F48 7.14- 8.07 
l.2WF21 10.61 ll.22 
2.0 l2WF92 5·57 5·73 
14WF14 5.82 6.20 
20.0 'OWF172 2.10 2.11 
0.2 0·5 8w.F48 ll·50 12.17 
l.2WF21 14·52 15.;5 
1.0 lOWF66 9.24- 9.42 
l.2WF50 10·73 ll.l4-
2.0 l2WF92 7.01 8.20 
14WF74 8.20 8.45 
* Based on a single 72,000 lb. axle at center f'loorbeam - d=O. 
18 
TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF TCYl!AL MOMENT .IN LONGITUDINAL :BEAM:) 
BY COMPt1l!ATIONS AND BY STIFFNESS APPROXIMATION 
(Load at Midspan) 
Beam Bridge Number Total Midspan Percentage of Total Static 
Span Stiffness of Moment in Moment in the Long! tud:1nal Beams 
a Factor Beams Beams Numerical Stiffness 
(ft) l:I m (in .. kips) Anal.ysis Approximation 
(1) 1.00 x ~ll 1.00 Static b 1 +-Moment ali 
b/e. == 0.050 
30 0·5 7 5809 90 91 
5 .. 0 6431 99 99 
0·5 10 5782 89 91. 
5 .. 0 6:;88 99 99 
50 0 .. 5 5 9740 90 91 
5 .. 0 10767 90 99 
0 .. 5 7 9661 90 91 
5.0 10741. 99 99 
bla == 0.1.00 
20 0·5 10 3494 81. 83 
5.0 4302 99 98 
30 0·5 5 5298 82 8; 
5·0 6375 98 98 
0.5 1 5194 80 8; 
5·0 6449 99 98 
50 0·5 5 8754 81 8; 
5.0 10559 98 98 
0·5 1 11445* 82 8; 
5·0 21.18;* 98 98 
Note: Beam moments determined for sing1.e 72,000 lb. axle at midspan, except *, 
which -were for tw 72,000 lb. axles at midspan. 
19 
TABLE 5 
EFFECT OF MUAST ON MAXIMlM MOMENT 
IN A LONGITUDINAL BEAM 
(Load at Midspan) 
Maximum 
Aspect Beam. No. of Bridge Percentage of Total Beam 
Ratio Span Beams Stiffness Moment in a Beam Ul b/a a m Factor d = 2 d=O (2) (ft) H (1) (2) 
0.10 30 5 0.5 21.0 21·5 0.98 
1.0 21.8 22.4 0.91 
5·0 24.8 25.8 0.96 
20 .. 0 21.6 28.8 0.96 
0.10 :;0 7 0·5 17.5 17.9 0.98 
1.0 19·2 19·8 0.97 
5·0 22.2 23 .. 1 0.96 
20 .. 0 26.) 27.7 0.9,5 
0.10 50 7 0.5 14.8 14.9 0.99 
1.0 15·2 15.4 0·99 
5·0 16.6 17.0 0.98 
20.0 18.1 19.0 0.95 
0.05 60 5 0 .. 5 20.2 20 .. 5 0·99 
1.0 20·5 20 .. 9 0.98 
5·0 21..7 22.8 0.95 
20.0 23.8 25·4 0.94-
0.05 60 7 0.5 15·1 15.3 0.99 
1.0 16.2 16.5 0.98 
5·0 19 .. 0 20.0 0·95 
20.0 22·9 24.4 0.94 
80 
Aspect 
Ratio, 
b/e. 
0.05 
0.10 
0.05 
0.10 
0.05 
0.05 
0.10 
0.05 
0.05 
Note: 
TABLE 6 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL S~TIC MCJ.fENT m EACH 
LONGITUDINAL BEAM FOR BRIDGES WITH NO SLAB 
Diaphragm 
No. of Stiffness Beam Span, Beam 
Beams, Ratio, a 
m r (:rt) A B C 
5 0.050 50 20.4 20.2 19.6 
60 20.6 20·3 19.4 
5 .0.050 ;0 2;.7 21.8 l6., 
40 40.8 22.2 7.4 
50 55·5' 2,., ... 1.0 
50 66.0 17.7 -0.7 
1 0.050 ;0 14.9 15.0 14.4 
40 15.6 15., 14.,' 
50 16.0 15.5 14.2 
60 16.4 15·1 14.2 
1 0.050 ;0 2,.; 20., 1;.9 
10 0.050 ;0 14.6 1;.1 li.O 
40 14.4 1;.1 l0.6 
5 0.100 50 20.2 20.1 19.8 
60 20.; 20.1 19·7 
r:: 0.100 40 40.4 21.2 8 .. 6 "I 
50 55·; 2;.2 -0 .. 8 
60 65.8 17.6 ... 0.5 
7 0.100 ;0 14.5 14.8 14.5 
40 15·0 14 .. 8 14 .. ; 
50 15·2 14.9 14.2 
60 lC\_h. 1 c\_o 14,,2 -~ .... 
-" --
10 0.100 ;0 1,.; 12.7 10.1 
40 12.7 11·9 10.4-
Beam A nearest centerline of bridge. 
Track assumed to have two feet of baJ..last. 
D E 
1;.2 
12.6 
12·3 
12.0 
4.2 
7.5 ;.6 
1·5 4.; 
1;·5 
13.4 
13 .. 3 
l:;~O 
7 .. 1 5 .. 6 
8.5 6.5 
TABLE 7 
COMPARISON· OF DESIGN LIVE LOADS FOR BRIDGE5 WITH TRANSVERSE FLOORBEAMS AND SlAB 
Bridge Beam Ballast DealE Live Loads tor Cooper E-12 Loadi~* Ratio of Design Live Loads by other 
St1f'tness Spacing Depth Moment Suggested AREA Procedures to Theoretical Analysis 
Factor b d Distribution Design Spec. R Analysis Procedure 
(tt) (tt) (l) (2) (3) (2)/(1) (;)/{1) 
Single Track 
0.5 1.2 0 18·5 19·4 
1.8 23·0 21·3 29·2 0·93 1.21 
2·7 26.0 43·1 
3.6 31.1 30.7 58·3 0·99 1.87 
1.0 1.2 0 21.0 19.4 
1.8 24~4 25.6 29·2 1.05 1.20 
2.7 33·1 43.1 
3.6 39.5 41.0 58·3 1.04 1.47 
5.0 1.2 0 24.9 19·4 
1.8 25·9 33·5 29·2 1·29 1.13 
2.7 47.1 43·1 
3·6 53.5 61.2 58·3 1.14 1·09 
0.5 1.2 2 18.2 19·4 
1.8 21·9 20·9 29·2 0·95 1·33 
2.1 25·5 4;.7 
,.6 30·5 30.2 58.; 0·99 1·91 
1.0 1.2 2 20·5 19.4 
1.8 24.0 25·0 29·2 1.04 1.22 
2.7 32., 43.7 
·,.6 39·1 40.0 58.; 1.02 1.49 
5.0 1.2 2 23·6 19.4 
1.8 25.0 31·7 29·2 1.21 1.11 
2.1 44.6 43·7 
,.6 50.4 51·9 58., 1.15 1.16 
Average 1.07 1.36 f3> 
--.---~~.-.------~- --~-.--- --
( c~n"t;~iAued) 
TABLE '7 (continued) 
COMPARISON OF m5IGN LIVE LOADS FOR BRIDGES WITH TRANSVERSE FLOORBEAM3 AND SlAB (» ro 
Bridge Beam. Ba.llast Desi~ Live Loads for Coo~r E-12 Loadi~* Ratio of Design Live LoWis by Other 
Stiffness Spacing Depth Moment Suggested AREA Procedures to Theoretical Analysis 
Factor b d Distribution Design Spec. H Analysis Procedure 
(:rt) (tt) (1) (2) (}) (2)/(1) (})/(1) 
Double Track 
1 .. 0 1.1 0 }O.4 }0.6 }.4 37·3 41 .. 4 61.2 1.11 1.64 
5·1 52·5 91.8 
6.8 58.6 63 .. 1 122.4 1.13 2·09 
5·0 1.1 0 33·9 30.6 
3.4 43.3 54.1 61.2 1.25 1 .. 41 
5·1 75·1 91.8 6.8 9;.4 99 .. 3 122.4 1 .. 06 1·31 
1.0 1 .. 1 2 29 .. 0 30.6 
;.4 ;6.8 39.5 61.2 1.07 1.66 
5.1 50 .. 1 91.8 
6.8- 51.1 60.2 122.4 1.05 2 .. i4 
5.0 1.1 2 30.6 30.6 
;.4 4}.0 48.9 61.2 1.14 1 .. 42 
5.1 68.4 91.8 
6.8 84.2 89.7 122.4 1.07 1.46 
Average l.ll 1.64 
* Design load in kips. 
TABLE 8 
COMPARISON OF DESIGN LIVE LOADS FOR BRIDGES WITH TRANSVERSE FLOORBEAMS wrmour SLAB 
* Beam Ballast Moment of Desi12! Live Loads for Cooper E-12 Loading Ratio of' Design Live Loads by Other 
Spacing Depth Inertia of Moment Suggested AREA Procedures of' Theoretical Anal.ysis 
b d Rail Distribution Design Spec. Ir4 Analysis Procedure (rt) (ft) (in ) (1) (2) (;) (2)/(1) (:3)/(1) 
Single Track 
1·5 2 88 .. 2 22.7 22.6 24.; 1.00 1.07 
2.0 2 88.2 30.; 30.1 32.4 0·99 1.07 
;.0 2 88.2 45.5 45.2 48.6 0·99 1.07 
4.0 2 88.2 60.6 60., 64.8 0·99 1.07 
1·5 1 88.2 22., 23.4 24., 1.05 1·09 
2.0 1 88.2 29.8 31.2 ;2.4 1.05 1·09 
,.0 1 88.2 44.7 46.8 48.6 1.05 1·09 
4.0 1 88.2 59.6 62.; 64.8 1.05 1·09 
Average 1.02 1.08 
* Design 1000 in kips. 
& 
TABLE 9 
COMPARISON OF DESIGN LIVE LOADS FOR BRIOOES WITH LONGITUDINAL BEAM:> AND SLAB ~ 
Beam Beam No. of Ballast Bridge Design Live Loads for Ratio of Design Live Load 
Span Spe.cing Beams Depth Stiffness ping].e jglooo 1b Axle at MidsP9.Ilz ki~s by Other Procedures to 
Factor Moment Suggested AREA ~eoret1cal Analysis 
a b d H Distribution Design Spec. m 
Anm8iS* Procedure (rt) (ft) (ft) (1 (2) (3) (2)/(1) (3)/(1) 
30' ;.0 5 0 0.5 1;.0 13.0 14.4 1.00 1.17 
0 5·0 18.2 19.0 14.4 1.04 0.79 
2 5.0 17.5 18.6 14.4 1.06 0.84 
40 4.0 5 0 0.5 1;.; 13·2 24.0 0.99 1 .. 80 
0 5.0 21.0 20.1 24.0 0.96 1.14 
2 5.0 20.6 19.7 24.0 0.96 1 .. 17 
50 2 .. 5 5 0 0.5 1;.2 1;.8 14.4 1 .. 05 1.09 
0 5 .. 0 15.6 11 .. 3 14 .. 4 loll 0.92 
2 5.0 15.0 17.1 14.4 1 .. 14 0 .. 96 
5.0 5 0 0·5 14.6 1;.5 24.0 0.93 1.65 
0 5.0 22.8 21.2 24.0 0.93 1.05 
2 5.0 21.9 20.1 24.0 0.95 1.10 
60 ;.0 5 0 0.5 1;.4 13.8 14.4 1 .. 0; 1.07 
0 5·0 16.; 17.6 14.4 1.08 0.88 
2 5.0 15.4 17.4 14.4 1.1; 0.94 
6.0 5 0 0.5 14.0 13.7 24.0 0.98 1.71 
0 5.0 24.1 22.2 24.0 0·92 1.00 
2 5.0 23.9 21.8 24.0 0.91 . 1.00 
20 2.0 7 0 0·5 9.8 9.1 10.; 0.99 1.05 
0 5.0 15·0 15·5 10.; 1.03 0.69 
30 1.5 7 0 0·5 9.8 10.1 10.3 1.03 1.05 
0 5.0 12.; 1;.1 10.; 1.12· 0.84 
30 3.0 7 0 0.5 10.7 10.0 14.4 0.93 1.35 
0 5.0 18.4 17.0 14.4 0.9; 0.78 
( continued) 
TABLE 9 (continued) 
COMPARISON OF DESIGN LIVE LOADS FOR BRIOOES 'WITH LONGITUDINAL BEAMS AND SLAB 
Beam Beam No. of Ba.:llast Bridge DeSign L1 ve Loads f'or Ratio of' Design L1 ve Loads 
Span Spacing Beams Depth Stiffness Si~le 12,000 Ib Axle at Mldspanl kiEs by Other Procedures to 
Factor Moment - Sugge$ted AREA Theoretical Analysis 
b d H Distribution Design Spec. a m Analysis * Procedure 
(rt) (rt) (:rt) (1) (2) (3) (2)/(1) (:~)/(1) 
40 2.0 1 0 0.5 9.8 10.2 10.} 1.04 1.05 
0 5·0 12 .. , 14.1 10·3 1.15 0.84 
4.0 1 0 0.5 ll.4 10.} 24.0 0.91 2.11 
0 5.0 20.7 18.5 24.0 0.89 1.16 
50 2·5 7 0 0·5 10.1 10.} 14.4 1.02 1.42 
0 5·0 13 .. 5 14.5 14.4 1 .. 01 1.06 
60 3.0 1 0 0.5 10.1 10.4- 14.4 1.03 l.~ 
0 5.0 14·3 14.9 14.4- 1.04 1.01 
20 2.0 10 0 0·5 8.6 7.6 9.0 . 0·89 1.05 
0 5·0 14.0 14.1 9.0 1.05 0.64 
30 1·5 10 0 0·5 1.1 7.1 1.2 1.08 1 .. 01 
0 5·0 9.8 11.2 7.2 1.14 0·73 
40 2.0 10 0 0.5 7·3 1.8 9·0 1.01 1.24 
0 5·0 11 .. 5 11.7 9.0 1.02 0.84 
50 2·5 10 0 0·5 1 .. 5 7·9 12.0 1.06 1.60 
5·0 12 .. 3 12.2 12.0 0·99 
-9.:.21 
Average 1.02 1.15 
* Maximmn load to any longitudinal beam. 
& 
~ 
TABLE 10 
COMPARISON OF DESIGN LIVE LOAOO FOR BRIDGES WITH LONGITUDINAL BEAMS WITHOl1r SLAB ~ 
Design Live Loads for Ratio of' Design Live Loads by other 
Si!,!Sle 72.£000 1b Axle at MidSparllxmS Procedures of Theoretical Analysis 
Moment Suggested 
b Distribution Design Spec. a m r Analysis Procedure 
(rt) (rt) (1) (2) C5l (2)/(1) (:;)/(1) 
40 4.0 5 0.05 18.1 21.2 24.0 1.11 1." 
0.10 16.4 20·9 24.0 1.28 1.46 
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